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ABSTRACT 
 

Author: Annie F. Albrecht 

Title: A Child in Every Way but One: Raising the Age of Criminal Responsibility in Texas 

Supervising Professors: Angela Valenzuela, Ph.D., Melissa Murphy, Ph.D.  

 

At age 18, the federal government considers an individual an adult, and thus eligible to 
vote, sit on a jury, join the military, buy a cigarette, and serve time in an adult prison. The state of 
Texas follows similar policies, except in one respect. Texas sets the age of criminal responsibility, 
or the age at which one is considered an adult and eligible to be tried in criminal court, at seventeen. 
The state of Texas considers seventeen-year-olds mature enough to serve time in prison, but not 
mature enough to vote for the judges that may send them there. Over the past several years, there 
have been multiple attempts to raise the age of criminal responsibility from seventeen to eighteen. 
They have all failed.  
 Those opposed to raising the age argue that the change will be too costly, that the current 
system is adequately serving both juvenile and adult offenders, and that such a change would be a 
threat to public safety. However, a case study of similar policy changes in the state of Illinois 
shows the exact opposite. After examining existing literature and data gathered following the state 
of Illinois’ recent law raising the age of criminal responsibility to eighteen, I will argue that Texas’ 
current policy is not only harmful to seventeen-year-olds incarcerated in adult prisons, but that the 
proposed policy change will also save money, improve public safety, and better serve both juvenile 
and adult offenders. I will then provide four policy recommendations to the Texas legislature: (1) 
raise the age of criminal responsibility to eighteen, (2) form a task force to recommend best 
practices for transition, (3) delay implementation for 2 years to allow time for transition 
preparation, and (4) create a matching grant program to fund the transition and ongoing costs.  
 

Keywords: juvenile justice, incarceration, age of criminal responsibility, raise-the-age, 
criminal justice reform 
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Subject Definitions 

Age of Criminal Responsibility 

According to the Juvenile Law Center, the age of criminal responsibility is “the age at 

which an individual is subject to the jurisdiction of adult criminal court instead of juvenile court. 

In most states, the age of criminal responsibility is 17 or 18, though states also have provisions to 

transfer younger youth to the adult system. Currently, the state of Texas sets the age of criminal 

responsibility at 17. According to Texas Penal Code Title 2, Chapter 8, “a person may not be 

prosecuted for or convicted of any offense committed before reaching 17 years of age” (2015, 

p.7). Once a person is seventeen years of age in Texas, they are considered culpable for any 

criminal actions and thus are liable to be prosecuted for those actions in Texas criminal court. 

Texas is one of five states in which seventeen-year-olds accused of committing crimes 

automatically enter the adult criminal justice system rather than the juvenile criminal justice 

system. The rest of the states and the federal government set the age of criminal responsibility at 

eighteen (Texas Legislature, House Research Organization, 2016, p. 1). Figure 1 provides a 

visual comparison of the age at which states set the age of adult criminal jurisdiction. Not 

pictured, the federal age of criminal jurisdiction, which is set at 18.  
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Figure 1: Age of criminal responsibility in the United States 

Age of Majority 

The age of majority is distinct from the age of criminal responsibility, but both are 

defined state-to-state. The age of majority is “the legal age established under state law at which 

an individual is no longer a minor and, as a young adult, has the right and responsibility to make 

certain legal choices that adults make” (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2015, p. 1). 

Forty-seven out of 50 states set the age of majority at eighteen years old (National Conference of 

State Legislatures, 2015, p.1). It should be noted that the age of majority does not necessarily 

affect or define the age of criminal responsibility, although for a majority of states the two are 

the same (both set at age eighteen). Texas serves as an example of when the age of majority and 

the age of criminal responsibility may differ: the age of majority is eighteen (National 

Conference of State Legislatures, 2015, p.1) and the age of criminal responsibility is seventeen 

(Texas Penal Code, 2015, p. 7).  
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Certification  

Certification is the legal process through which a juvenile offender may be prosecuted in 

adult criminal court, despite being below the age of criminal responsibility. If a judge determines 

that prosecution of a juvenile as an adult is warranted, then that juvenile may be certified as an 

adult. “Judges making this determination generally consider the nature and seriousness of the 

offense, the record and previous history of the minor, and the likelihood that the juvenile justice 

system will reform or rehabilitate the youth” (Juvenile Law Center, n.d.).  

Collateral Consequences 

Collateral consequences are “legal and regulatory sanctions and restrictions that limit or 

prohibit people with criminal records from accessing employment, occupational licensing, 

housing, voting, education, and other opportunities” (American Bar Association, 2017). 

Criminal Justice System 

The criminal justice system is “the system of law enforcement that is directly involved in 

apprehending, prosecuting, defending, sentencing, and punishing those who are suspected or 

convicted of criminal offenses” (Oxford Dictionary, n.d.). The criminal justice system deals with 

offenders who are over the age of criminal responsibility and therefore held liable for their 

crimes. For the federal government and a majority of states, the criminal justice system has 

jurisdiction over offenders who are eighteen years or older.  

Detention Facility 

 Throughout this paper, I will refer to adult detention facilities simply as detention 

facilities. These include local and county jails as well as state, federal, and private prisons. If I 

am referring to a juvenile detention facility, I will specify that it is a juvenile facility. There are 
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five types of detention programs for juveniles including detention, corrections, camp, community 

based, and residential treatment (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 2011).  

Economic Mobility 

Economic mobility is the “ability of individuals and families to move up the income 

ladder over their lifetime and across generations” (Pew Charitable Trusts, 2010). 

Incarcerated Population 

Incarcerated population is the “population of inmates confined in a prison or a jail. This 

may also include halfway-houses, boot camps, weekend programs, and other facilities in which 

individuals are locked up overnight” (Bureau of Justice Statistics, n.d.). 

Jail 

Jails are “locally operated short-term facilities that hold inmates awaiting trial or 

sentencing or both, and inmates (18 and above) sentenced to a term of less than one year, 

typically misdemeanants” (Bureau of Justice Statistics, n.d.).  

Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction refers to “the legal authority to exercise governmental power. In corrections, 

it refers to the government that has legal authority over an inmate (state or federal). Prisoners 

under a given state's jurisdiction may be housed in another state or local correctional facility” 

(Bureau of Justice Statistics, n.d.). 

Juvenile Justice/The Juvenile Justice System 

Juvenile justice is the “area of criminal law applicable to persons not old enough to be 

held responsible for criminal acts.” In most states, the age for criminal culpability is set at 18 

years. For a majority of crimes, juvenile law is governed by state law and thus juvenile justice 

policies vary state-to-state. The juvenile justice program began in 1899. The main goal of the 
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juvenile justice system is rehabilitation rather than punishment (Legal Information Institute, 

n.d.).  

Parole 

Parole refers to “criminal offenders who are conditionally released from prison to serve 

the remaining portion of their sentence in the community. Prisoners may be released to parole by 

a parole board decision (discretionary release/discretionary parole), according to provisions of a 

statute (mandatory release/mandatory parole), through other types of post-custody conditional 

supervision, or as the result of a sentence to a term of supervised release” (Bureau of Justice 

Statistics, n.d.). 

Prison 

Prisons are “longer-term facilities run by the state or the federal government that 

typically holds felons and persons with sentences of more than one year” (Bureau of Justice 

Statistics, n.d.).  

Probation  

Probation refers to “adult offenders whom courts place on supervision in the community 

through a probation agency, generally in lieu of incarceration… In many instances, while on 

probation, offenders are required to fulfill certain conditions of their supervision (e.g., payment 

of fines, fees or court costs, participation in treatment programs) and adhere to specific rules of 

conduct while in the community. Failure to comply with any conditions can result in 

incarceration” (Bureau of Justice Statistics, n.d.). 

Recidivism  

Recidivism refers to a “person's relapse into criminal behavior, often after the person 

receives sanctions or undergoes intervention for a previous crime. Recidivism is measured by 
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criminal acts that resulted in rearrest, reconviction or return to prison with or without a new 

sentence during a three-year period following the prisoner's release” (National Institute of 

Justice, n.d.).  

Solitary Confinement  

Solitary confinement is “the placement of a prisoner in a cell away from other prisoners, 

usually as a form of internal discipline, but occasionally to protect the convict from other 

prisoners or to prevent the prisoner from causing trouble” (Legal Information Institute, n.d.). 
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Introduction 

“My name is Rodney Hulin and I work at a retirement home here in Beaumont, 
Texas. I am here today because of my son. He would be here himself if he could, but he 
can't because he died in [an adult prison]. [At age seventeen], my son was raped and 
sodomized by an inmate. The doctor found two tears in his rectum and ordered an HIV 
test, since up to a third of the 2,200 inmates there were HIV positive. Fearing for his 
safety, he requested to be placed in protective custody, but his request was denied 
because, as the warden put it, "Rodney's abuses didn't meet the 'emergency grievance 
criteria.'" For the next several months, my son was repeatedly beaten by the older 
inmates, forced to perform oral sex, robbed, and beaten again. Each time, his requests for 
protection were denied by the warden. The abuses, meanwhile, continued. On the night of 
January 26, 1996--seventy-five days after my son entered Clemens--Rodney attempted 
suicide by hanging himself in his cell. He could no longer stand to live in continual terror. 
It was too much for him to handle. He laid in a coma for the next four months until he 
died” (Rodney Hulin, 1997). 

 
 In 1995, Rodney Hulin Jr. received an eight-year sentence for arson after he set a 

dumpster on fire in Southeast Texas. Damages were estimated at under $500. On November 13, 

1995, Rodney was transferred to the Clemens Unit in Brazoria, Texas. At 5’2” and 125lbs, 

Rodney had little opportunity to protect himself from the older, larger inmates. Upon arrival, 

older inmates there immediately started to threaten and harass him. Three days after arriving at 

Clemens, Rodney was raped (Human Rights Watch, 2001).  

Despite the fact that the rape had been confirmed by a medical report and Rodney’s 

repeated pleas to be transferred to a safer environment, Rodney was returned to the same unit 

where the assault occurred. Rodney continued to write urgent requests for a transfer, writing to 

prison staff: “I’m afraid to go to sleep, to shower or just about anything else. I am afraid that 

when I am doing these things, I might die at any time. Please, sir, help me” (National Prison 

Rape Elimination Commission, 2009, p. 69). His continued pleas were denied. Clemens prison 

staff told Rodney that he did not meet “emergency criteria” and that he needed to “grow up” 

(National Prison Rape Elimination Commission, 2009, p. 69).  
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The attacks did not stop and Rodney was repeatedly beaten, raped, threatened, and 

extorted. Rodney became desperate and began breaking prison rules so that the staff would place 

him in the disciplinary segregation unit, where his attackers could not reach him. Seventy-five 

days after arriving at Clemens, Rodney tore up his bed sheet, tied one end to a locker above his 

cell door and the other around his neck, and jumped from the upper level of his bunk bed. By the 

time prison staff found him, he was nearly dead. Rodney spent the next four months in a coma. 

On May 9, 1996, Rodney died. He was seventeen years old (Human Rights Watch, 2001).  

Raising the Age of Criminal Responsibility in Texas 

At age seventeen, one cannot register vote, join the military, buy a pack of cigarettes or 

even a lottery ticket. At age seventeen, however, one can be tried as an adult and sentenced to 

serve time in an adult penitentiary in the state of Texas.  

In this thesis, I will argue that the state of Texas should immediately raise the age of 

criminal responsibility from seventeen to eighteen. Current policies that set the age at seventeen 

are harmful to youthful offenders, victims, and the communities around them. Texas is one of the 

very last states to set the age of criminal responsibility below the legal age of adulthood. The 

outdated law is both harmful and costly. Throughout my analysis I will explore the implications 

of the law, as well as the legal and political barriers to passing raise-the-age legislation in Texas. 

Preview of Thesis Chapters   

 In Chapter One, I will provide background information on the history of the juvenile and 

criminal justice systems and current juvenile justice policies in Texas. I will also provide a 

comprehensive analysis of the types of crimes being committed by seventeen-year-olds in Texas 

and I will compare the crime rate of seventeen-year-olds to their adult and juvenile peers. 

Finally, I will compare sanctions in the criminal and juvenile justice sanctions in Texas. The 
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purpose of chapter one is to educate the reader about the current situation as well as provide 

background information so that the reader can better understand the potential impacts of raise-

the-age legislation in Texas.  

 In Chapter Two, I will explore the negative impacts of current policy that treats 

seventeen-year-olds as adults in the criminal justice system. I divide impacts into four major 

categories: physical impacts, psychological impacts, educational impacts, and economic impacts, 

both long and short-term. The purpose of Chapter Two is to educate the reader about the severity 

and breadth of the negative impacts resulting from the current law.  

 In Chapter Three, I will examine the various arguments for and against raising the age of 

criminal responsibility in Texas. I will analyze both sides of each issue. In order to do this, I will 

engage in a dialogue about each argument by first presenting the argument against raising the 

age (or the argument for maintaining the status quo) and then refuting that argument. The 

purpose of Chapter Three is to provide a way for the reader to understand the existing dialogue 

around raise-the-age legislation in Texas as well as the compelling arguments for passing such 

legislation. Some of the issue areas that I will examine include public safety, cost, the maturity 

level and decision-making ability of youthful offenders, and the logistics of transferring 

seventeen-year-old offenders to the juvenile justice system.  

 In Chapter Four, I will analyze potential impacts of raise-the-age legislation in Texas 

through providing a side by side comparison of the impacts of similar legislation that was 

recently passed in the state of Illinois. Using this case study, I will argue that Texas, should it 

pass similar legislation, can expect similar results to those that occurred in Illinois.  

 In Chapter Five, I will outline my policy recommendations for the Texas legislature. I 

will provide four specific recommendations. I recommend that Texas Legislature should:  
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1. Raise the age of criminal responsibility to eighteen  

2. Form a task force to recommend best practices for transition  

3. Delay implementation for 2 years to allow time for transition preparation 

4. Create a matching grant program to fund the transition and ongoing costs  

To conclude, I will summarize my findings and use the evidence presented in the 

previous chapters to advocate strongly for the Texas legislature to raise the age of criminal 

responsibility from seventeen to eighteen in order to best serves youthful offenders, their victims, 

and their communities.  
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Chapter One: Background Information 

 A Brief History of the Adult and Juvenile Criminal Justice Systems 

The age of criminal responsibility, or the age at which an individual may be tried as an 

adult, has changed over time. In the United States, the general trend has been to increase the age, 

allowing more youths to remain in the juvenile justice system. In the 18th century, children as 

young as seven could be tried and convicted as adults (American Bar Association, 2007, p.4). 

During the 1800s, the justice system began to change as reformers sought to protect juvenile 

defenders. Juvenile justice detention facilities opened in major cities across the nation as 

reformers fought to house juvenile offenders in separate facilities from adults. Billed as “reform 

schools,” these facilities also began to focus on rehabilitation in an effort to help young offenders 

avoid a future life of crime (American Bar Association, 2007, p.5).  In 1899, the first Juvenile 

Court opened in Illinois. Other states quickly followed, and within twenty-five years a majority 

of states had established some form of juvenile court or justice system (American Bar 

Association, 2007, p.5). These early juvenile courts worked in tandem with the existing “reform 

schools” by focusing on rehabilitation instead of punishment.  

Throughout the early years of the establishment of the justice system, there was a clear 

line delineated in (a) how one was treated in the juvenile justice system and (b) how one was 

treated in the criminal justice system. While the juvenile and criminal justice systems have 

evolved significantly over time, the two systems have continued to employ divergent 

philosophical and structural models. The criminal justice system has continued to prioritize 

punishment through incarceration. Contrastingly, the juvenile justice system has continued to 

prioritize rehabilitation through treatment, education, and programming designed to encourage 

positive behavior and reduce recidivism. These differing philosophies and structures have 
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highlighted a simple truth that resides at the core of our justice system: a juvenile is 

fundamentally different than an adult and should be treated as such.  

Now the discussion must turn to this distinction: how does a court decide when an 

individual is considered a juvenile and when they are considered an adult? At what point do 

legislators draw the line between the two justice systems? In the next section, I will examine 

current policy in Texas regarding the age of criminal responsibility and how it differs from 

policy in other areas of the country.  

Current Policy: The Age of Criminal Responsibility in Texas   

Since the first juvenile court was established in Illinois in 1899, states have continued 

establishing relatively similar juvenile justice systems, systems that focus on rehabilitation 

instead of punishment. However, the age of criminal responsibility varies state-to-state. The 

Federal Government, and a majority of state governments, set the age of criminal responsibility 

at eighteen (Office of the United States Attorneys, n.d., p. 117). Texas, however, sets the age of 

criminal responsibility not at eighteen, but at seventeen (Texas Penal Code, 2015, p. 7). 

According to Texas Penal Code Title 2, Chapter 8, “a person may not be prosecuted for or 

convicted of any offense committed before reaching 17 years of age” (2015, p.7). This code 

allows Texas to automatically process all seventeen-year-old offenders in the criminal justice 

system which has been the law in Texas since 1918 (Deitch, 2017, p. 1).  

By setting the age of criminal responsibility at seventeen, Texas defines the point at 

which the juvenile and criminal justice systems are separated. While the juvenile and systems are 

distinct, both in their purpose and in who they serve, there are instances when they must be 

linked. In the next section, I will explain the legal mechanism that can facilitate the transfer of an 

offender from the juvenile to the criminal justice system.   
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Certification: Bridging the Juvenile and Criminal Justice Systems 

The age of criminal responsibility serves as the divide between the juvenile and criminal 

justice systems. There is a legal mechanism that serves as a bridge between the two systems, 

however. Under certain circumstances, a juvenile offender may be prosecuted in adult criminal 

court, despite being below the age of criminal responsibility. This process is known as 

certification. If a judge determines that prosecution of a juvenile as an adult is warranted, then 

that juvenile may be certified as an adult. “Judges making this determination generally consider 

the nature and seriousness of the offense, the record and previous history of the minor, and the 

likelihood that the juvenile justice system will reform or rehabilitate the youth” (Juvenile Law 

Center, n.d.).  

Certification was designed to allow the most violent youth to be housed in the criminal 

justice system, away from other youth offenders. Thus, “certification hearing in Teas are rare and 

typically involve only the most serious of felony offenses” such as murder, aggravated 

kidnapping, sexual assault, and aggravated assault (Texas Attorney General, 2016, p. 25). The 

age at which one is eligible for certification varies state to state. In Texas, youth as young as 14 

may be convicted as felons and tried as adults (Texas Attorney General, 2016, p. 25).  

Certification, in many ways, serves as a safety net for the juvenile justice system. 

Through waiving jurisdiction to criminal court, certification allows the juvenile justice system to 

continue to focus on rehabilitation and education instead of punishment, while allowing the most 

violent offenders to be processed in criminal court. If a young person commits capital murder or 

aggravated assault, there is always the option to process them in criminal court, despite their age.  

  Should Texas raise the age of criminal responsibility to eighteen, certification would 

potentially serve as the mechanism through which particularly violent seventeen-year-old (or 
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younger) offenders may still be tried in criminal court. The likelihood of this becoming 

necessary, however, is slim because seventeen-year-olds rarely commit violent crimes that would 

warrant certifying them as an adult. In the next section I will examine the types and frequency of 

crimes being committed by seventeen-year-olds in the state of Texas.  

The Current Situation: Seventeen-Year-Olds and the Texas Criminal Justice System 

When considering the possibility of including seventeen-year-olds in the juvenile justice 

system, it becomes important to understand both the frequency and severity of crimes committed 

by seventeen-year-old offenders in the state of Texas. If seventeen-year-olds were drastically 

more likely to commit more frequent or more severe crimes than their younger peers, then 

shuttling them directly into the criminal justice system instead of the juvenile justice system 

would be warranted. However, the opposite is true. In this section, I will highlight how offences 

committed by seventeen-year-olds tend to be non-violent and infrequent – a trend shared by 

juvenile offenders – and how this points to a simple conclusion: that seventeen-year-olds belong 

in the juvenile justice system with their peers, not in the criminal justice system. 

In Texas, seventeen-year-olds are arrested at similar rates and for similar crimes as fifteen 

and sixteen-year-olds (Merfish, 2017, p. 5-17). Seventeen-year-olds are not drastically more 

likely to commit crimes more frequently or to commit more violent crimes than other juvenile 

offenders. When compared, the statistics on arrests of seventeen-year-olds in Texas are much 

more similar to those of younger offenders than they are to eighteen-year-olds or other older 

offenders. The Raise the Age Coalition, a coalition of organizations including the Texas 

Criminal Justice Coalition, Texas Appleseed, and the ACLU of Texas, among others, compiled a 

report using data from several governmental sources including the Texas Department of Criminal 

Justice (TDCJ), the Texas Department of Public Safety (TDPS), and the Texas Juvenile Justice 
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Department (TJJD). The report indicated that the number of young people being arrested on 

criminal charges in the state of Texas has been steadily declining over the past several years. 

This data reflects a national trend as well. Over the past 30 years, juvenile crime rates have been 

on the decline nationwide (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 31). This trend is also 

reflected in the arrest data for sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen-year-olds in Texas, reviewed 

below.  

Arrest totals and rates. In 2015, the most recent year for which comprehensive data is 

available, there were 22,656 arrests of seventeen-year-olds in Texas, or about 58 arrests per 

1,000 seventeen-year-olds in the general population (Merfish, 2017, p. 5). The 2015 numbers 

represent both the lowest total number of arrests as well as the lowest rate of arrests of 

seventeen-year-olds since 2013. The arrest rate for seventeen-year-olds decreased 17% between 

2013 and 2015. Table 1 illustrates arrest totals and rates for seventeen-year-olds in Texas from 

2013-2015 (Merfish, 2017, p. 5). 

Table 1 
Analysis of Arrest Totals and Rates for Seventeen-Year-Old Offenders in Texas, 2013-2015 

Year Number of Arrests  Rate of Arrests  

2013 26,543 arrests 70 arrests per 1,000  
17-year-olds 

2014 24,503 arrests 64 arrests per 1,000  
17-year-olds 

2015 22,656 arrests 58 arrests per 1,000  
17-year-olds 

 

The numbers for eighteen-year-olds in Texas have followed a somewhat similar pattern. 

Since 2013, arrest totals (i.e., number of unique arrests) and rates (i.e., number of arrests per 

1,000 seventeen-year-olds) have declined but when compared to seventeen-year-olds, eighteen-

year-olds experience overall higher arrest totals year-to-year. In 2015, there were 36,315 
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eighteen-year-olds arrested across the state, with an arrest rate of 81 arrests per 1,000 eighteen-

year-olds (Merfish, 2017, p.5). The arrest rate for eighteen-year-olds decreased 17 percent 

between 2013 and 2015, the same amount as it did for seventeen-year-olds. Table 2 provides 

arrest totals and rates for eighteen-year-olds from 2013 through 2015 (Merfish, 2017, p. 5). 

Table 2 
Analysis of Arrest Totals and Rates for Eighteen-Year-Old Offenders in Texas, 2013-2015 

Year Number of Arrests  Rate of Arrests  

2013 36,315 arrests 98 arrests per 1,000  
18-year-olds 

2014 33,039 arrests 89 arrests per 1,000  
18-year-olds 

2015 30,617 arrests 81 arrests per 1,000  
18-year-olds 

 

Sixteen-year-olds experience lower arrest totals and rates than both seventeen- and 

eighteen-year-olds. Their arrest rate also decreased the most from 2013 to 2015 with a 26 percent 

decline. Table 3 provides arrest totals and rates for sixteen-year-olds from 2013 through 2015 

(Merfish, 2017, p. 5). 

Table 3 
Analysis of Arrest Totals and Rates for Sixteen-Year-Old Offenders in Texas, 2013-2015 

Year Number of Arrests  Rate of Arrests  

2013 23,139 arrests 61 arrests per 1,000 16-year-olds 

2014 19,605 arrests 51 arrests per 1,000 16-year-olds 

2015 17,867 arrests 45 arrests per 1,000 16-year-olds 

 

The overall trend shows that both arrest totals and arrest rates increase with age. In other 

words, seventeen-year-olds are arrested more frequently than sixteen-year-olds and eighteen-
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year-olds are arrested more frequently than seventeen-year-olds. However, there is not a 

dramatic jump in arrest rates between ages sixteen and seventeen. Table 4 compares arrest rates 

for sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen-year-olds in 2015 (Merfish, 2017, p.5). 

Table 4 
Comparative Arrest Totals and Rates for Sixteen, Seventeen, and Eighteen-Year-Old Offenders 
in Texas, 2015 

Age  Number of Arrests  Rate of Arrests  

16 17,867 arrests 45 arrests per 1,000  
16-year-olds 

17 22,656 arrests 58 arrests per 1,000  
17-year-olds 

18 30,617 arrests 81 arrests per 1,000  
18-year-olds 

 

When compared, seventeen-year-old arrest rates are more similar to other juvenile arrest 

rates, such as those of sixteen-year-olds, than they are to other adult arrest rates, such as those of 

eighteen-year-olds. There is also no defining line between sixteen and seventeen-year-olds that 

could serve as justification for setting the age of criminal responsibility at seventeen. Seventeen-

year-olds are only marginally more likely to get arrested than are sixteen-year-olds. Their rates 

of incarceration are extremely similar, within only a few tenths of a percentage point of each 

other. When looking simply at the rate of arrests, there appears to be no compelling reason to 

define the age of criminal responsibility at seventeen. In fact, when looking to arrest totals and 

rates as justification for policy, there is a more compelling argument to set the age of criminal 

responsibility at eighteen. Between the ages of seventeen and eighteen, the data shows a more 

significant jump in total arrests and rate of arrests than there is between the ages of sixteen and 

seventeen. However, even this does not seem drastic enough to serve as a metric for defining the 

age of criminal responsibility. As a whole, seventeen-year-olds are being arrested infrequently.  
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Types of crimes. Not only are seventeen-year-olds in Texas being arrested infrequently, 

but when they are arrested, the crimes tend to be non-violent misdemeanors. According to the 

Texas Department of Public Safety’s 2015 Texas Crime Report, the most common types of 

offenses for seventeen-year-olds during 2015 were theft (non-auto) at 20.8 percent of arrests, 

marijuana possession at 14.4 percent of arrests, assault (non-aggravated) at 10.8 percent of 

arrests, drunkenness/liquor offenses at 7.1 percent of arrests, and drug possession (other than 

marijuana) at 4.8 percent of all arrests. Table 5 illustrates the most common non-violent crimes 

committed by seventeen-year-olds in Texas (Texas Department of Public Safety, 2015).   

Table 5 
Breakdown of Non-Violent Crime Committed by Seventeen-Year-Olds in Texas, 2015  

Crime Percentage of Total Arrests  

Theft (non-auto) 20.8% statewide 

Marijuana Possession 14.4% statewide 

Assault (non-aggravated) 10.8% statewide 

Drunkenness/Liquor 
Offenses 

7.1% statewide 

Other Drug Charges 4.8% statewide 

 

As the two most common offenses, petty theft and marijuana possession make up over 35 

percent of all crimes committed by seventeen-year-olds in the state of Texas. The prevalence of 

non-violent, non-serious infractions among seventeen-year-olds points to a common-sense truth: 

seventeen-year-olds simply are not committing the types of crimes that would warrant them 

being placed into an adult prison. In fact, seventeen-year-olds in Texas are rarely arrested for 

violent crimes. Aggravated assault made up just 2.1 percent of all arrests, weapons crimes (carry 

or possession) made up just 1.4 percent of all arrests, and sex offenses (including rape) made up 
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just .6 percent of all arrests (Merfish, 2017, p. 17). Table 6 provides a breakdown of the rate of 

violent crimes committed by seventeen-year-olds in Texas (Merfish, 2017, p. 17). 

Table 6 
Breakdown of Violent Crime Committed by Seventeen-Year-Olds in Texas, 2015  

Crime Percentage of Total Arrests  
Aggravated Assault 2.1% statewide 

Weapons Crimes  
(carry/possession) 1.4% statewide 

Sex Offenses 
(including rape) .6% statewide 

  
 

The data concerning frequency and severity of crimes committed by seventeen-year-olds in the 

state of Texas does not support current policy. At seventeen-years-old, the occasional drug 

possession charge or shoplifting incident simply does not warrant being placed into a prison, jail, 

or other adult criminal justice detention facility.  

In summary, when seventeen-year-olds commit crimes, the offences tend to be non-

violent misdemeanors. Despite these facts, the image of the ‘teenage thug’ continues to populate 

the conversation surrounding the raise the age movement. This image is simply not a reality. The 

juvenile justice system, with its focus on rehabilitation instead of punishment, is much better 

equipped to handle seventeen-year-olds in Texas. Compared to the criminal justice system, 

juvenile justice system sanctions are much less severe and much more appropriate for lower level 

crimes. In the next section, I will compare the sanctions in both the juvenile and criminal justice 

systems in Texas. 

Comparing Juvenile and Adult Criminal Justice System Sanctions in Texas 

Once seventeen-year-olds are placed in the adult criminal justice system, they are subject 

to all of the same sanctions and punishments as adults. Sanctions in the Texas adult criminal 
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justice system include deferred adjudication, probation, fines, and either jail or prison terms. 

These sanctions often vary by offense (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 2). The most 

common sanction for seventeen-year-olds in the adult criminal justice system is probation, or a 

period of time when an offender must behave well and not commit any more crimes in order to 

avoid being incarcerated. According to the House Research Organization, “About 8,000 

offenders from 17 to 20 years old were placed on adult probation in 2015 for crimes they 

committed when they were 17. Some of these seventeen-year-old offenders completed probation 

or turned 18 during the year, leaving local community supervision departments across Texas 

supervising 1,239 probationers who were 17 at the end of fiscal 2015” (2016, p. 2).  

 Seventeen-year-old inmates. As of August 2015, the Texas Department of Criminal 

Justice (TDCJ), which operates the state’s adult criminal justice system, held 46 inmates who 

were seventeen years old (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 2). The Texas Department of 

Criminal justice received about 1,949 offenders who were seventeen years old at the time of their 

offense in TDCJ facilities in fiscal year 2015. TDCJ facilities include prisons, state jails, and 

substance abuse treatment facilities, but not local or county jails. This number also includes those 

who were incarcerated after revocation of their parole or probation (House Research 

Organization, 2016, p. 2).  

Criminal justice system sanctions. Data about the number of seventeen-year-olds 

incarcerated in local and county jails is not collected on a statewide basis. However, the Office of 

Court Administration, at a March 2014 meeting of the House Criminal Jurisprudence Committee, 

estimated that the number of seventeen-year-olds in local and county jails on a typical day was 

2,868 to 3,119 (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 2). Most were in jail for misdemeanors.  
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According to the Texas Attorney General’s office, seventeen-year-olds in Texas may face 

prosecution for any criminal charge ranging from the most minor infraction, a Class C 

Misdemeanor such as theft under $50, disorderly conduct, or public intoxication, all the way up 

to the most serious offense, Capital Felonies such as murder or aggravated sexual assault (Texas 

Attorney General, 2015, p. 2-3). Once within the criminal justice system, seventeen-year-olds 

become eligible for any range of punishment. These punishments may range from a small fine or 

community service, all the way up to a maximum sentence of 99 years in prison. Common 

sanctions in the criminal justice system include deferred adjudication, probation, fines, and either 

jail or prison terms (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 2). Existing Texas law does protect 

seventeen-year-olds from certain sanctions that adults are eligible for, however. Unlike older 

criminal offenders, seventeen-year-olds cannot receive the death penalty and cannot be sentenced 

to life without parole (Texas Attorney General, 2015, p. 2-3).  

While current Texas law protects seventeen-year-olds from being sentenced to death or to 

life without parole, the maximum sentence of 99 years can amount to the same thing. In contrast, 

sentencing in the juvenile justice system is mostly limited to placing an offender on probation or, 

for more serious crimes, sentencing the juvenile offender to a juvenile justice detention facility. 

However, in most cases, the juvenile justice system may only exercise control over the offender 

for a limited time. “For example, if a child is placed on probation, the probation must end on or 

before the offender’s 18th birthday. Similarly, if a juvenile is committed to TJJD (Texas Juvenile 

Justice Department), that sentence must be completed on or before the offender’s 19th birthday” 

(Texas Attorney General, 2016, p.24). The differences between sanctions in the juvenile justice 

and criminal justice systems stand in stark contrast. When sentenced in the juvenile justice 

system, even the maximum sentences end before the offender turns nineteen-years-old. In the 
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criminal justice system, however, offenders may be sentenced to spend the rest of their lives 

incarcerated. The harshness of the criminal justice system seems ill suited to the needs of 

seventeen-year-olds. As a whole, juvenile justice sanctions and sentences are much less serious 

and much briefer than criminal justice sanctions and sentences.  

Criminal records. Additionally, the juvenile justice system tends to be more forgiving 

over time. Once an offender has a criminal record in the adult criminal justice system, that record 

remains open and available to the public. This means that like all adults’ criminal records, 

seventeen-year-old offenders’ records are generally public information and can be accessed by 

anyone with a mind to do so. Under certain circumstances and with court approval, records can 

be sealed or expunged. This is relatively rare, however, and a majority of the time these criminal 

records are public and may be accessed by future employers or landlords (House Research 

Organization, 2016, p. 2). This can have an ongoing effect on an offenders’ ability to pursue a 

job later in life. Having a criminal record will disqualify these individuals from a wide range of 

career opportunities that they may otherwise pursue and can have a lasting impact on lifetime 

income. Thus, a momentary lapse of judgment or a single mistake made at seventeen can doom 

an individual to a lifetime of reduced earning potential. This is a harmful policy that negatively 

impacts seventeen-year-old offenders for years after they have completed their original sentence.   

Unlike adult criminal records, juvenile criminal records are sealed and are not available 

to the general public. Some exceptions to this rule include juvenile sex offenders and juveniles 

who begin their sentence in the youth criminal justice system and complete it in the adult 

criminal justice system (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 3). This allows juvenile 

offenders to go on to pursue a career without the fear that their past offenses will disqualify them 

from future job or housing opportunities.  
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 Juvenile justice system sanctions. Sanctions in the juvenile criminal system can vary 

significantly from sanctions in the adult criminal justice system. Often times, juvenile offenders 

may have their cases addressed informally and be released with a caution, leading to no serious 

criminal sanctions whatsoever. Juvenile offenders may also be referred to a juvenile court. These 

courts may then decide to defer adjudication, put the youth on probation, or sentence the 

individual to state custody in a secure juvenile facility (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 

3). 

 In a majority of juvenile cases, the offender receives probation and is supervised by the 

county’s juvenile probation department. In fiscal year 2015, 44,060 juveniles were referred to 

these local juvenile probation departments. Those 44,060 individual cases end up totaling over 

98 percent of all cases in the juvenile justice system (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 3). 

According to the House Research Organization (2016), “Juvenile probation departments 

generally use a progressive sanctions model that starts with the minimum sanctions and least 

serious interventions and progresses to more serious interventions, which may include placement 

in a secure or non-secure facility. Supervision by local probation departments may extend until a 

youth turns 18 and until 19 for those given determinate (fixed) sentences” (p. 3). This allows the 

juvenile court to start with the least serious sanction and move towards more serious sanctions if 

the crime warrants it. 

For more serious crimes, juveniles may be sentenced to a juvenile detention facility. If a 

juvenile offender commits a felony, they may be put in the custody of the Texas Juvenile Justice 

Department. When this happens, a majority of the time the sentences are indeterminate. Youths 

are sentenced for a certain minimum stay and after they have completed that minimum stay they 

become eligible for release based on a number of factors including behavior and success in 
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programs, such as rehab programs or anger management therapy, while in custody. Depending 

on the length of their sentence, youths may spend their entire time in a juvenile detention facility, 

be released on juvenile parole, be transferred to an adult detention facility, or be released on 

adult parole. The maximum length of time that a youth may serve, based on the severity of their 

time, is 40 years (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 3).  

Certification. If even the most severe sanctions in the juvenile justice system do not 

match the severity of the crime committed, Texas law allows for juvenile offenders to be 

certified as an adult and tried in the adult criminal justice system under certain circumstances. 

According to Family Code, Sec. 54.02, “juvenile courts may waive jurisdiction and transfer a 

child to adult criminal court under certain circumstances…” including if “the alleged offense was 

a capital felony, an aggravated controlled substance felony, or a first-degree felony” (House 

Research Organization, 2016, p. 3). Additionally, offenders aged fifteen or older can be 

transferred to the adult criminal justice system for a second-degree felony, a third-degree felony, 

or a state jail felony. To be transferred from the juvenile criminal justice system to the adult 

criminal justice system, a court must find that because of the seriousness of the alleged offense 

or the background of the child, the welfare of the community requires criminal proceedings 

(House Research Organization, 2016, p. 3).  

Certification accounts for the rare outliers in the juvenile justice system. While a vast 

majority of young offenders are tried for non-violent misdemeanors, there are the few 

exceptional crimes that may warrant more severe sanctions. In these cases, the juvenile court 

may decide to waive jurisdiction and certify the offender as an adult, allowing them to be tried in 

criminal court. If prosecuted, these offenders would be subject to whatever sanctions were 
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determined by the adult criminal court. According to the Texas Juvenile Justice Department 

(2015), 115 youths were certified as adults during fiscal year 2015. 

In this chapter, I provided background information about the juvenile and criminal justice 

systems in Texas. After providing a brief history of the two systems, I compared the arrest rates 

and crimes committed by sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen-year-olds. Following this comparative 

analysis, I concluded that the type of crimes committed by seventeen-year-olds and the rate at 

which they were committed were more similar to those committed by sixteen-year-olds and other 

juveniles than they were to eighteen-year-olds and other adults. Seventeen-year-olds commit 

crimes infrequently and those crimes that are committed tend to be non-violent misdemeanors As 

such, I determined that it makes more sense for seventeen-year-olds to be housed in the juvenile 

justice system with their peers. Additionally, I compared sanctions in both the juvenile and 

criminal justice systems and concluded that sanctions in the juvenile justice system are less 

severe than those in the criminal justice system and have fewer negative long-term impacts, such 

as reduced earning potential after release. Juvenile justice sanctions are more appropriate for 

younger offenders. In the next chapter, I will expand on these arguments by exploring the 

impacts of the current policy on seventeen-year-old offenders and their communities.  
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Chapter Two: Impacts of Treating Seventeen-Year-Olds as Adults in the Texas Criminal 

Justice System 

 Current policy that sets the age of criminal responsibility at seventeen creates an array of 

impacts for both offenders and others impacted by the offenders’ actions. In this chapter, I will 

examine some of the negative impacts for both individual offenders and their communities that 

occur as a result of setting the age of criminal responsibility at seventeen. I will analyze four 

different areas of negative impact including (a) physical impacts including physical and sexual 

violence, (b) psychological impacts, (c) educational impacts, and (d) economic impacts.  

Physical Impacts 

When seventeen-year-olds are incarcerated in adult prisons, they are surrounded by adult 

criminals who are not only larger and older than they are, but who also have more experience in 

the criminal system. Seventeen-year-olds that are housed in the adult detention facilities face 

higher rates of physical violence than both older inmates in the criminal justice system and 

juveniles housed in juvenile detention facilities (Deitch, 2012, p.13). This is partially due to the 

fact that being smaller and younger than their peers puts them at a disadvantage physically. 

Rodney Hulin, Jr. weighed only 125lbs and stood at only 5’2” at the time of his incarceration. 

His size made him an easy target and the physical abuse that he was subjected to contributed to 

his depression, suicide attempt, and eventual death. Additionally, adult detention facilities have a 

lower staff to inmate ratio than juvenile facilities. Juvenile detention facilities the staff-to-inmate 

ratio is 1:8 while in adult detention facilities the staff-to-inmate ratio is 1:64 (Wood, 2012, p. 

1453). With less staff to monitor inmates, there are more opportunities for violence to occur.  

 Sexual violence. Seventeen-year-olds in the criminal justice system end up 

disproportionately subjected to sexual violence as well. Compared with older inmates, 
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seventeen-year-olds are sexually assaulted much more frequently. According to a 2009 study, 

inmates under eighteen-years-old made up only 1% of the prison population, but they 

represented over 21% of confirmed incidents of sexual assault in detention facilities (National 

Prison Rape Elimination Commission, 2009, p. 155). Rape and sexual assault in prison can have 

a variety of negative impacts on an inmate including psychological impacts such as depression, 

and PTSD. 

The Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA). Lawmakers have recognized the severity of 

the issue of prison rape. The Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA), signed into law in September 

2003, is a federal law (Public Law 108-79) that establishes a zero-tolerance standard against 

sexual abuse of incarcerated persons of any age. “PREA sets a standard that protects the Eighth 

Amendment rights (Constitutional right prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment) of federal, 

state and local youth offenders” (Texas Juvenile Justice Department, n.d.). PREA impacts both 

juvenile and adult detention facilities. “Within the context of PREA, prison is defined as “any 

federal, state, or local confinement facility, including local jails, police lockups, juvenile 

facilities, and state and federal prisons. Thus, short-term lockups, such as holding facilities and 

local jails, regardless of size, are also subject to the provisions of PREA” (Texas Juvenile Justice 

Department, n.d.).  

The policy also created the National Prison Rape Elimination Commission, which served 

to design and enforce standards that were intended to reduce or eliminate rape and sexual 

violence in a variety of detention facilities. While PREA was designed to protect all incarcerated 

people regardless of demographic, it did have one specific standard that was aimed to protect 

younger inmates in particular: the “Youthful Inmate Standard.” The “Youthful Inmate Standard” 

was designed to create additional protections against rape and sexual assault for incarcerated 
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people under age eighteen (National PREA Resource Center, 2013). The standard “says that any 

person under the age of 18, and incarcerated or detained in a prison or jail, must be housed 

separately from any adult inmates and, outside the housing unit, ‘sight and sound separation’ or 

direct staff supervision must be maintained” (National PREA Resource Center, 2013). For many 

states where the age of criminal responsibility is eighteen or older, the Youthful Inmate Standard 

did not greatly impact how detention facilities operated. Inmates under the age of eighteen in 

states where the age of criminal responsibility is eighteen or above are already housed separately 

than older inmates because they are housed in a completely separate juvenile detention facility. It 

is not difficult for these states to provide constant “sight and sound” separation between older 

inmates and inmates below the age of eighteen because there is no opportunity for them to be 

close to each other.  

In Texas, however, policy placing seventeen-year-olds in detention facilities alongside 

adults makes creating “sight and sound separation” between the two populations difficult. The 

youthful inmate standard also requires that detention facilities employ their “best efforts to avoid 

using isolation to comply with these conditions,” meaning that facilities should not simply stick 

younger inmates in solitary confinement (isolation) as a way to comply with the mandate 

(National PREA Resource Center, 2013). For states such as Texas, the youthful inmate standard 

makes complying with PREA more complicated. In order to comply, some detention facilities 

dedicate entire wings or buildings to housing only inmates under eighteen. Other facilities will 

shut down portions of the facility when young inmates must be moved from place to place, such 

as when younger inmates must travel to the restroom or outdoors. Some facilities have even been 

forced to invest in building entirely new units to house youthful inmates. These practices not 

only disrupt the everyday routine of the other inmates, but also can become extremely costly, 
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especially for smaller county and local jails. For example, Dallas County spends approximately 

$79,850 per week to separate seventeen-year-olds from adults (Henneke, n.d, n.p.). In some 

extreme cases, the time and effort put into maintaining compliance with PREA’s youthful inmate 

standard become too much, and some detention facilities end up simply ignoring the 

requirements, which puts youthful inmates at risk.  

 However, there are significant costs to ignoring PREA guidelines. Many federal grants 

that help fund the state’s justice system must be PREA-authorized. Facilities that fail to comply 

with PREA lose access to 5 percent of a variety of Department of Justice grants (Legislative 

Budget Board, 2015). This 5 percent penalty can add up quickly. During fiscal year 2014, Texas 

lost over $800,000 of federal funds because of PREA noncompliance (Mierjeski, 2015). Despite 

these penalties, many facilities still do not enforce PREA standards and continue to lose access to 

funds because of it. In fact, the Legislative Budget Board estimated that during 2016 and 2017, 

“a 5% penalty would reduce the available grant funds by $2.78 million” (Legislative Budget 

Board, 2015).  

 This lack of compliance with the Prison Rape Elimination Act not only is costly to the 

state, but it puts young inmates at continued risk of sexual assault or rape. Through raising the 

age of criminal responsibility from seventeen to eighteen, Texas would be able to achieve several 

goals. First, they would reduce the risk of sexual and physical violence directed at vulnerable 

seventeen-year-olds incarcerated in adult detention facilities. By housing seventeen-year-olds in 

juvenile detention facilities instead, the state would be able to protect younger inmates from the 

disproportionate rates of physical and sexual violence that they are currently subjected to. 

Second, raising the age of criminal responsibility from seventeen to eighteen would also make 

Texas compliant with the youthful inmate standard of the Prison Rape Elimination Act across the 
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board. Being PREA compliant would again make Texas eligible for the full value of all 

Department of Justice funding and would eliminate the 5 percent penalty.  

Psychological Impacts 

Increased risk of physical or sexual violence is not the only negative impact of housing 

seventeen-year-olds in the adult criminal justice system, however. Seventeen-year-olds serving 

time in adult criminal detention facilities are at higher risk of suffering psychological damage as 

well.  

Mental illness. High rates of mental illness likely stem from traumatic experiences both 

outside the detention facility as well as while they are incarcerated. It is tempting to write off 

mental illness as a common attribute of young inmates who have spent time in the criminal 

justice system. This becomes impossible however, when noting the striking difference in the 

mental health of seventeen-year-olds housed in the criminal justice system when compared to 

their peers in the juvenile justice system.  

 According to a 2011 nationwide study, the chance of suffering from clinical depression is 

37 times higher for teens in the criminal justice system than it is for their peers in the juvenile 

justice system (Ng, 2011, p. 27). Additionally, youths housed in criminal justice detention 

facilities are 36 times more likely to commit suicide than those housed in juvenile detention 

facilities (Arya, 2007, p. 4). This disproportionate rate of suicide may stem from a variety of 

different factors including fear of physical or sexual violence at the hands of fellow inmates or 

forced solitary confinement. In an effort to protect younger inmates, some detention facilities end 

up placing seventeen-year-old inmates in solitary confinement. In Texas, solitary confinement 

involves placing an individual into a cell “for twenty-two hours a day with no contact with other 

human beings or access to educational or rehabilitative programs” (Butler, 2015). The 
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“conditions in which these people live impose such severe deprivations that they leave prison 

mentally damaged” (Butler, 2015). And while isolating the individual may lower the risk of 

physical or sexual assault, solitary confinement has also been known to cause other severe 

negative impacts. Isolation has been known to cause or exacerbate a variety of mental health 

issues including PTSD, depression, anxiety and paranoia, visual and auditory hallucinations, 

nightmares, insomnia, self-harm, attempted suicide, and loss of cognitive functioning (Kysel, 

2012, p. 24).  

Developmental impacts. Besides physical and psychological impacts, seventeen-year-

olds in the criminal justice system also disproportionately suffer from a variety of negative 

developmental impacts as well. The juvenile and criminal justice systems differ in a variety of 

ways, but one of the most impactful is their differing philosophies on education, rehabilitation, 

and reentry. The criminal justice system prioritizes punishment through incarceration while the 

juvenile justice system prioritizes rehabilitation through treatment, education, and programming 

designed to encourage positive behavior and reduce recidivism. 

 For seventeen-year-olds in the criminal justice system in Texas, the difference between 

these two philosophies can mean the difference in their ongoing mental and educational 

development. While the juvenile justice system provides an array of rehabilitative and 

developmental services, the criminal justice system does not. According to the Texas Juvenile 

Justice Department (TJJD), youth in juvenile detention facilities have access to a variety of 

specific treatment programs including:  

• Capital and Serious Violent Offender Treatment Program (CSVOTP) 

• Sexual Behavior Treatment Program 

• Violent Offender Program 
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• Aggression Replacement Therapy (ART) 

• Alcohol or Other Drug Use Treatment Program (AOD)  

• Mental Health Treatment Program (MHTP)  

• Female Offender Program  

These specialized treatment programs have proven to be effective in reducing recidivism 

and increasing positive mental and physical development among youths (Texas Juvenile Justice 

Department, 2015, p. 9). During 2015, an average of 81% of inmates in juvenile detention 

facilities that were considered “in need” of various treatment programs such as mental health or 

alcohol and drug use treatment, completed programming designed to treat their developmental 

needs (Texas Juvenile Justice Department, 2015).  

Unlike the Texas Juvenile Justice Department, the Texas Department of Criminal Justice 

(TDCJ) prioritizes security and punishment over rehabilitation and treatment. If a seventeen-

year-old is convicted in Texas and sentenced to time in the criminal justice system, many times 

they will not have access to treatment programs at all. In order to maintain compliance with 

PREA sight and sound separation standards, many jails and detention facilities will simply deny 

seventeen-year-olds access to treatment programs with adults, instead of creating separate 

programs all together, which can become very costly. Thus, despite their need, many seventeen-

year-olds in Texas lack access to any kind of developmental programming until they turn 

eighteen. Additionally, even once they have access to programming, that programming is 

limited. In 2016, only 6% of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice’s budget was allocated to 

rehabilitative services or treatment programs (Texas Department of Criminal Justice, 2015, p. 2-

4). Through these programs and other services, the juvenile justice system typically offers 
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offenders a greater chance to be rehabilitated than the adult criminal justice system (Deitch, 

2012).  

Educational Impacts 

 Additionally, juvenile detention facilities offer many educational services that adult 

detention facilities do not. In general, adult criminal detention facilities simply do not have the 

infrastructure, programming, or staff needed to support the kind of educational services that 

seventeen-year-olds require. Most seventeen-year-olds in the state of Texas have yet to complete 

their high school education. Even while incarcerated, Texas state law stipulates that youths aged 

5 – 26 are entitled to educational services (Texas Education Code, §25.001-0011, 1999). They 

are entitled to educational services until the completion of their high school education, noted by 

the receipt of their high school diploma or equivalent. Juvenile detention centers are designed to 

provide these educational services because 100% of their detainees fall within this age range. 

Juvenile detention facilities often have full time education staff on hand. In contrast, adult 

detention facilities need only provide educational services to a very small percentage of their 

population, as a majority are either outside of the age range where educational services are 

mandated or have already completed their high school education. As such, only 40 percent of 

adult jails provide access to any kind of educational services at all (Arya, 2007). Of those jails 

that do provide educational services, the services and programs themselves are still lacking in 

many ways. Moreover, jails that provide educational services are severely understaffed. While 

most juvenile detention facilities maintain a 15:1 student to educational staff ratio, adult 

correctional facilities have a 100:1 student to teacher ratio (Wood, 2012). The lack of staffing, 

programming, and physical space for educational services can severely impact seventeen-year-
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old inmates’ abilities to learn, putting them far behind their peers in terms of educational 

achievement upon release.  

Economic Impacts 

 The negative impacts of incarceration do not stop upon release. For seventeen-year-olds 

incarcerated in adult prisons, release back into the community simply marks the beginning of a 

new set of challenges. The burden of their past crimes does not disappear after release, but rather 

follow them on their quest for new opportunities. Once released, these teens carry permanent 

adult criminal records that may damage their future livelihoods. These criminal records, which 

are generally open and accessible by the general public, can have lasting impacts on their future 

career and personal trajectory.  

 Collateral consequences. The ongoing impacts of a criminal conviction beyond a prison 

sentence or fine are known as collateral consequences. Collateral consequences are “legal and 

regulatory sanctions and restrictions that limit or prohibit people with criminal records from 

accessing employment, occupational licensing, housing, voting, education, and other 

opportunities” (American Bar Association, 2017). Collateral consequences do not only affect 

felons and incarcerated individuals. They also impact offenders only convicted of misdemeanors 

and those who have never been incarcerated. In some states a simple arrest, even without a 

conviction, can trigger collateral consequences. Collateral consequences have become 

increasingly more difficult to avoid over the past 20 years because they have become more 

numerous, impactful, and affect more people (American Bar Association, 2017).  

 Some collateral consequences are crime specific and serve a public safety purpose. For 

example, a collateral consequence of a violent crime may include being barred from purchasing a 

fire arm. Another example would be individuals convicted of serious traffic violations that can 
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no longer apply for a driver’s license. These consequences are linked to the specific crime and 

serve a specific purpose. However, many collateral consequences apply to anyone with a 

criminal record, regardless of the type of crime, the amount of time passed since the crime was 

committed, or an individual’s attempts at rehabilitation. Instead, “collateral consequences with 

overbroad restrictions that offer no chance to overcome the restriction function as additional 

punishment and may discourage rehabilitation and ultimately increase recidivism” (American 

Bar Association, 2017).  

 Some examples of collateral consequences include restrictions on employment and 

business opportunities, restrictions on housing/leasing opportunities, limited or no access to 

certain government support programs such as student loans and some welfare benefits, as well as 

being barred from voting for public office (Berson, 2013). These consequences can have lasting 

impacts in many different areas of an offender’s life, but one of the most harmful side effects 

may be the negative impact collateral consequences have on an individual’s earning ability.  

Economic mobility and earning potential. In 2010, the Pew Charitable Trusts 

conducted a comprehensive study on the impacts that collateral consequences have on economic 

mobility for past offenders. Economic mobility is the ability of individuals and families to move 

up the income ladder over their lifetime and across generations. A criminal conviction, and the 

collateral consequences that accompany it, can have significant and enduring economic 

repercussions for the remainder of an offender’s career.  

 Former inmates of the adult criminal justice system can expect to work less weeks per 

year, be paid lower wages, and earn significantly less annually than their peers who were not 

incarcerated. According to the 2010 Pew Charitable Trusts report, Collateral Costs: 

Incarceration’s Effect on Economic Mobility, “serving time reduces hourly wages for men by 
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approximately 11 percent, annual employment by 9 weeks and annual earnings by 40 percent” 

(p. 4). These economic consequences are not insignificant. In fact, “by age 48, the typical former 

inmate will have earned $179,000 less than if he had never been incarcerated” (Pew Charitable 

Trusts, 2010, p. 4). This comes from a combination of factors, including the fact that individuals 

with a criminal record are often ineligible for many student loans and financial aid programs, 

which puts attending college even farther out of reach for teenage inmates. Without a college 

education, many higher-paying career paths are simply unattainable. Even those jobs and careers 

that may not require a college education may not be available to former inmates because many 

employers have restrictive procedures that prevent those with a criminal record from being hired 

(Pew Charitable Trusts, 2010). For seventeen-year-olds, the economic impacts would be even 

worse because at seventeen, they have not had a chance to even begin a career and now have a 

criminal record that will prevent them from doing so. Their criminal record will follow them for 

the rest of their working lives.  

 Generational impacts on families and children. These economic consequences do not 

affect the individual offender alone. Instead, these consequences have a tendency to affect the 

offender’s family and children for generations. Having a parent that has been incarcerated in an 

adult detention facility is harmful to children, both educationally and financially (Pew Charitable 

Trusts, 2010, p. 5). Children of parents who have been incarcerated are significantly more likely 

to be expelled or suspended from school. Of children whose parents were not incarcerated, 4% 

will be suspended or expelled. That number jumps to 23 percent of children whose parents spent 

time incarcerated (Pew Charitable Trusts, 2010, p. 5). Suspension and expulsion both negatively 

affect a child’s ability to complete their grade school education, attend college, or pursue 

lucrative careers. Additionally, incarceration affects household income. When a family member 
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is incarcerated, household income drops, on average, by 22%. Even once that family member is 

released and working again, “family income remains 15 percent lower than it was the year before 

incarceration (Pew Charitable Trusts, 2010, p.5). Decreased family earnings and educational 

setbacks are only some of the issues affecting the children of offenders. Children with 

incarcerated parents are also more likely to experience developmental delays and behavioral 

problems, have difficulty in school, exhibit violent or delinquent behavior, be placed in foster 

care, be unemployed, and to end up incarcerated themselves, starting the entire cycle over again 

(Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2016).  

 By contrast, children of parents who spent time in juvenile detention facilities are much 

less likely to experience negative effects stemming from their parents’ incarceration. Since 

juvenile criminal records are expunged when the offender turns eighteen, they do not suffer from 

ongoing collateral consequences of a criminal record. They are thus able to better themselves 

through employment or education, better support their families, and break the ongoing cycle of 

poverty and incarceration.  

 In this chapter, I discussed many of the different negative consequences that result from 

Texas’ current law to treat seventeen-year-olds as adults in the criminal justice system. Some of 

these consequences are immediate and obvious, such as the increased levels of physical and 

sexual violence that many seventeen-year-olds in Texas prisons experience. Others are less 

obvious and occur over an extended period of time, such as the decreased earning rates of 

individuals who have been previously incarcerated. All of them combine to paint a grim picture 

for those unlucky seventeen-year-olds snared by Texas’ archaic policies on criminal 

responsibility. Despite many common-sense reasons for raising the age of criminal responsibility 
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in Texas, there is still significant opposition to the movement. In the next chapter I will discuss 

some of the roadblocks facing the raise-the-age movement in Texas. 
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Chapter Three: Political, Legal, and Legislative Roadblocks Facing the Raise-the-Age 

Movement in Texas 

 In this chapter, I will explore some the roadblocks facing the raise-the-age movement in 

Texas through analyzing some of the major arguments for and against passing raise-the-age 

legislation. In order to do this, I will first give a brief history of the raise-the-age movement in 

Texas. I will then present each issue in the form of an argument for maintaining the status quo, or 

keeping the age of criminal responsibility at seventeen. I will then refute that argument and 

instead show why raising the age of criminal responsibility is a better plan of action and is 

preferable to the current policy.   

Raise the Age as a Legislative Push in Texas 

The first bill that aimed to raise the age of criminal responsibility in Texas was filed in 

during the 83rd legislature in 2013 by Representative Ruth McClendon. Representative 

McClendon filed HB 3634 “Relating to the Creation of the Juvenile Court Jurisdiction Task 

Force” at the request of the Texas Criminal Justice Coalition (TCJC) and used state-based 

research to support her push for passage (Raise the Age Texas, n.d.). “HB 3634 was left pending 

in the House Corrections Committee and was later amended to HB 990 (Thompson) under Art. 

1A.065” (Raise the Age Texas, n.d.). HB 990 eventually passed the House and was then referred 

to the Senate Criminal Justice Committee, where, due to a lack of time and priority, it was never 

heard and died in committee.  

 Two years later during the 84th legislative session, four legislators filed five bills with the 

aim to raise the age. These included:  

• HB 53 (McClendon), Relating to the age of criminal responsibility and to certain 

substantive and procedural matters related to that age. 
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• HB 69 (McClendon), Relating to the creation of the juvenile court jurisdiction task force. 

• HB 330 (Wu), Relating to the age of criminal responsibility and to certain substantive 

and procedural matters related to that age. 

• HB 1240 (Walle), Relating to the age of criminal responsibility and to certain substantive 

and procedural matters related to that age. 

• SB 104 (Hinojosa), Relating to the age of criminal responsibility and to certain 

substantive and procedural matters related to that age (Raise the Age Texas, n.d., n.pag.).  

Despite a stronger push, a larger, more energized base, and more organized research and 

evidence-based advocacy, all five of the bills died in 2015. Not only did they die, but they did 

not even make it out of committee. According to the Texas Legislature Online Bill Tracking 

Tool (2017), all four of the house bills (HB 53, HB 69, HB 330, and HB 1240) were left pending 

in the House Committee on Juvenile Justice and Family Issues. The lone senate bill, SB 104, was 

left pending in the Senate Criminal Justice Committee (Texas Legislature Online Bill Tracking 

Tool, 2017). The raise-the-age movement died for a second time during the 2015 legislative 

session.  

The most recent push to raise the age of criminal responsibility in Texas came during the 

85th legislative session in 2017. During the 85th session, four bills were introduced, including 

(Texas Legislature Online Bill Tracking Tool, 2017):  

• HB 122 (Dutton, Rose, Jarvis Johnson, Cook, Wu), Relating to the age of criminal 

responsibility and to certain substantive and procedural matters related to that age. 

•  HB 676 (Wu), Relating to the age of criminal responsibility and to certain substantive 

and procedural matters related to that age. 
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• HB 1015 (Dutton), Relating to the age of a child at which a juvenile court may exercise 

jurisdiction over the child, to the age of criminal responsibility, and to certain substantive 

and procedural matters related to those ages. 

• SB 941 (Hughes), Relating to the age of criminal responsibility and to certain substantive 

and procedural matters related to that age. 

Again, a majority of the bills introduced with the intention to raise the age of criminal 

responsibility died almost immediately. HB 676, HB 1015, and SB 941 were all referred to 

committees where they then died without any further action being taken (Texas Legislature 

Online Bill Tracking Tool, 2017). HB 122, however, was more successful. HB 122 was referred 

to the House Committee on Juvenile Justice and Family Issues where it then was read in a public 

hearing on March 8th, 2017 (Texas Legislature Online Bill Tracking Tool, 2017). After hearing a 

multitude of testimonies, a vast majority of which were in favor of the bill, the committee voted 

to send the bill to the House floor. 

On April 20th, 2017, the Texas House passed HB 122 on a vote of 92-52 (Silver, 2017). 

The bill passed after a period of heated debate where congressmen on both sides of the aisle 

argued over issues such as timing, cost, and public safety (Silver, 2017). However, HB 122’s 

mirroring bill, SB 941, was still stranded in the Senate Committee on Criminal Justice. SB 941 

had not had a hearing because the Criminal Justice Committee Chairman, Senator John Whitmire 

(D – Houston) has expressed concerns about raising the age of criminal responsibility (Silver, 

2017). HB 122, despite having passed the House by a relatively wide margin, was doomed to the 

same fate as SB 941. Without the support of Senate Criminal Justice Committee Chairman John 

Whitmire, the bill was never placed on the docket and never heard. Thus, the raise-the-age 

movement in Texas met its end for the third time. 
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The question now becomes why? Why does what many consider to be a relatively 

straight forward, common sense piece of legislation continue to fail in the Texas legislature? 

Why do so many Texas legislators, including those such as John Whitmire who are influential 

enough to single-handedly stop a bill in its tracks, oppose raising the age of criminal 

responsibility? 

Arguments For and Against Raising the Age in Texas 

 Many advocates who argue for raising the age of criminal responsibility argue that this 

policy change is simply common sense. At seventeen you cannot buy a pack of cigarettes. You 

cannot enroll in the military. You cannot vote. And yet, in Texas, seventeen-year-olds can have a 

minor brush with the law and end up in solitary confinement in an adult facility, with little to no 

access to rehabilitative or educational services and with a public criminal record that could make 

them unemployable in the future.  

In 2016, the House Research Organization compiled a focus report about the movement 

to raise the age of criminal responsibility in the state of Texas. The research was conducted 

following the first instance of a bill being introduced to effectively raise the age of criminal 

responsibility in Texas. The House Research Organization distilled the many talking points 

surrounding raising the age to a few main subject areas including public safety, state and federal 

trends, outcomes for incarcerated youth, and cost – both long and short term.  

Public safety. One major area of discussion and disagreement between the two opposing 

viewpoints is the issue of public safety. Both sides of the raise-the-age debate claim improved 

public safety as a benefit to their plan of action. In the case of juvenile jurisdiction and raising 

the age of criminal responsibility, the discussion comes down to several key areas including the 

effectiveness of sanctions and the severity of crimes committed by seventeen-year-olds.  
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Criminal justice system sanctions. Critics of raising the age argue that placing all 

seventeen-year-olds in the juvenile justice system would prevent the state from properly holding 

them accountable for their crimes. The adult criminal justice system provides a wider array of 

sanctions that can be employed in a variety of different situations. Criminal justice system 

sanctions include pre-trial diversion, deferred adjudication, probation, fines, and state jail or 

prison terms (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 5). Critics argue that the criminal justice 

system is superior because its broader array of sanctions can be more individually tailored and 

thus would better allow the punishment to fit the individual and crime. Keeping seventeen-year-

olds in the criminal justice system would allow first-time offenders or those involved in less 

serious, non-violent crimes to receive probation or to be diverted from the courts entirely. At the 

same time, it would also allow more serious offenders to receive appropriate sanctions as well, 

including incarceration. In the case that a seventeen-year-old were to be incarcerated for a 

relatively serious crime, the adult criminal justice system would then be more equipped to 

provide the appropriate supervision and control, as opposed to the juvenile justice system, which 

is more focused on rehabilitation and education (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 5-6).  

Reducing recidivism. Alternatively, proponents of raising the age argue that the policy 

would improve public safety in the long-term because youths that are incarcerated in the juvenile 

justice system are much less likely to be repeat offenders than are those that are incarcerated in 

the criminal justice system (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 6). Through more robust 

educational and developmental programming, the juvenile justice system has a better proven 

track record of lowering recidivism. According to both the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, youth who are 

transferred from the juvenile court system to the adult criminal system are approximately 34 
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percent more likely than youth retained in the juvenile court system to be re-arrested for violent 

or other crime (Campaign for Youth Justice, n.d.). “Education, treatment, and services in the 

juvenile system focus on rehabilitation, take into account adolescent development, and involve 

the family,” while the adult criminal justice system focuses on punishment and does not provide 

programming and services that are appropriate for seventeen-year-olds (House Research 

Organization, 2016, p. 5). In fact, the environments of violence and fear that many seventeen-

year-olds experience in adult detention facilities tend to encourage recidivism and repeat 

offences. Once they are released, the formerly incarcerated teens do not leave the traumas of 

prison behind, but rather carry them with them into their adult life. Additionally, instead of being 

welcomed home with support, they are often met by intractable barriers and stigma that make 

rejoining the community challenging. As their reintegration efforts flounder, their recidivism 

rates grow and new victims are left in their wake (Campaign for Youth Justice, n.d.). 

Juvenile justice system sanctions. Additionally, while juvenile justice sanctions tend to 

be less severe and have fewer long lasting impacts, they are nonetheless flexible and adaptable to 

a variety of different crimes and offenders. Depending on the severity of their crime, youths may 

spend their entire time in a juvenile detention facility, be released on juvenile parole, be 

transferred to an adult detention facility, or be released on adult parole (House Research 

Organization, 2016). In more extreme cases of violent crime, there is also always the option to 

certify the juvenile offender as an adult and try them in the adult criminal justice system (House 

Research Organization, 2016).  

Non-violent, low level crimes. As discussed in Chapter Two, most offenses by seventeen-

year-olds are non-violent, low-level crimes that do not warrant the adult system’s severe 

sanctions. In 2015, about 44 percent of arrests of seventeen-year-olds were for theft, marijuana 
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possession, drunkenness, and liquor law violations (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 5). 

On the other hand, serious and/or violent crimes made up a very small portion of arrests. 

Aggravated assault made up just 2.1 percent of all arrests, weapons crimes (carry or possession) 

made up just 1.4 percent of all arrests, and sex offenses (including rape) made up just .6 percent 

of all arrests (Merfish, 2016, p. 17). Table 5 provides a breakdown of non-violent crimes 

committed by seventeen-year-olds in Texas (Merfish, 2016, p. 17).            

Table 7 
Breakdown of Non-Violent Crime Committed by Seventeen-Year-Olds in Texas, 2015  

Crime Percentage of Total Arrests  
Theft (non-auto) 20.8% statewide 

Marijuana Possession 14.4% statewide 

Assault (non-aggravated) 10.8% statewide 

Drunkenness/Liquor Offenses 7.1% statewide 

Other Drug Charges 4.8% statewide 
 

Seventeen-year-olds as a whole simply do not commit crimes that make them a large 

threat to public safety. Additionally, the crimes that seventeen-year-olds do commit are generally 

similar to the crimes that are committed by offenders in the juvenile justice system (Merfish, 

2016, p. 5-17). Thus, juvenile justice system sanctions tend to be more appropriate for the crimes 

committed by seventeen-year-olds.  

 Cost concerns. Another major area of concern when considering raising the age of 

juvenile jurisdiction to eighteen is the potential of increased costs associated with transferring a 

large number of cases from the criminal justice system to the juvenile justice system. In 2015, 

when Representative Harold Dutton introduced HB 1205: Relating to the age of criminal 

responsibility and to certain substantive and procedural matters related to that age, the 
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Legislative Budget Board underwent a fiscal analysis of the potential costs of the bill. According 

to the Legislative Budget Board’s fiscal note, released April 22, 2015, the upfront costs of 

transferring the caseload to the juvenile justice system would be significant. If HB 1205 were to 

be passed and implemented immediately, the Legislative Budget Board indicated that it expected 

“a negative impact of $6,725,951 through the biennium ending August 31, 2017. The negative 

fiscal implications are estimated to increase in subsequent years” (2015, p. 1).  

 Following the first two years of implementation, the Legislative Budget Board expected 

the costs to continue to raise. In 2020, after 5 years of implementation, the Legislative Budget 

Board predicted the accumulated financial cost of HB 1205 to reach over $53 million 

(Legislative Budget Board, 2015, p. 1).  

 

Table 8 
The Legislative Budget Board’s Predicted Financial Impacts of HB 1205, 2015  

Year Additional Cost  
2016 $0 

2017 $6,725,951 

2018 $47,004,851 

2019 $61,745,809 

2020 $53,938,678 
  

These costs associated with HB 1205 included expected increased costs for processing 

cases in the juvenile court system, increased costs of housing additional inmates in juvenile 

detention facilities, and the increased costs associated with the more extensive rehabilitation, 

education, and job training programming available in the juvenile justice system, among others 

(Legislative Budget Board, 2015, p. 1-3).  
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The release of this fiscal note confirmed many fears of lawmakers in Texas. The 

immediate costs of the change would be significant and unavoidable. However, the Legislative 

Budget Board only considered the initial costs associated directly with programming changes. 

They did not consider the long-term savings that may result from extending juvenile justice 

jurisdiction to include seventeen-year-olds or the benefits that this change would bring to both 

offenders and taxpayers. Instead of simply considering the initial costs of such a change, it is 

important to conduct a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) that “offers a detailed view of the potential 

effects of this legislative change…and accounts for the immediate costs as well as the long-term 

benefits received by taxpayers, victims, and youths” (Deitch, 2012, p. 30).  

Cost-benefit analysis. A team from The University of Texas conducted an extensive cost-

benefit analysis of the potential effects of raise the age legislation in Texas. Their analysis 

included the expenses that the Legislative Budget Board laid out as well as other expected 

savings and long-term cost reductions. The CBA used a conservative estimate of a 10 percent 

reduction in recidivism among seventeen-year-olds to create their estimates, despite a study from 

the Center for Disease Control and Prevention that suggests that the reduction in recidivism may 

actually be as high as 34 percent (Deitch, 2012, p. 31). Using this estimate, the team considered 

direct costs and savings for taxpayers. Considering the costs associated with the legislative 

change, they acknowledged that “moving seventeen-year-olds into the juvenile justice system 

would require an increase in direct taxpayer expenditures for juvenile arrests, courts, county-

level probation and detention, and state-level secure facilities,” but the CBA then concluded that 

those “costs would be offset by savings that stem from removing seventeen-year-olds from the 

adult corrections and probation systems” as well as “a reduction in recidivism rates [that] would 

reduce future costs of probation and incarceration in Texas” (Deitch, 2012, p. 43). These costs 
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and savings are associated with each “cohort” of seventeen-year-old offenders and the total 

costs/savings will be realized over the course of 35 years, allowing time to consider lifetime 

impacts. 

Costs for taxpayers. The costs associated with moving seventeen-year-olds to the juvenile 

justice system can be best understood by dividing them into three major expenditure areas:  

• Arrest Costs: Juvenile arrests cost an average of an additional $328 per youth per arrest 

when compared to adult arrest costs. This comes out to a total expected increase in costs 

of $15,030,600 (Deitch, 2012, p. 43).  

• Juvenile Court Costs: Court costs per juvenile case (including additional time required to 

process) cost on average 5% more when compared to adult cases. This comes out to a 

total expected cost increase of $7,963,373 (Deitch, 2012, p. 44). 

• Costs of Juvenile Probation and TJJD Commitment: Juvenile probation and detention 

represent a majority of costs associated with this legislative change. The additional costs 

of managing seventeen-year-olds with TJJD would come out to approximately $136.3 

million (Deitch, 2012, p. 44).   

Table 8 provides s further breakdown of the costs to the juvenile justice system of adding 

seventeen-year-olds to the juvenile courts jurisdiction (summarized from the 2012 University of 

Texas Cost Benefit Analysis).  
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Table 9 
Expected Additional Costs to Taxpayers Following Raising the Age of Juvenile Court 
Jurisdiction, The University of Texas, 2012  

Program Additional Cost  

Law Enforcement $15,030,600 

Courts $7,963,373 

Pre-adjudication detention in county facilities $8,227,251 

Non-custodial probation $63,932,105 

Post-adjudication residential placements in county facilities $42,153,069 

TJJD Intake $850,142 

TJJD Commitment $21,110,917 

Total $159,267,457 

  
 The total expected costs associated with this legislative change comes out to 

$159,267,457, not an insignificant number (Deitch, 2012, p. 44).    

Savings for taxpayers. While raising the age of juvenile jurisdiction would definitely 

result in some significant expenditure, it would also result in both short-term and long-term 

savings. A major part of the expected short-term savings would come from removing seventeen-

year-old offenders from the adult criminal justice system. These savings can be broken into 3 

major areas:  

• Prison – savings of $27,397,472 

• State Jail – savings of 1,062,186 

• Adult Probation – savings of $75,502,043 

By removing seventeen-year-olds from adult detention and probation programs, the state 

would save a total of $103,961,701 (Deitch, 2012, p. 48).  
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The long-term taxpayer savings come from the three major areas: reduced recidivism, 

future benefits for victims, and future benefits for youths. 

• A multitude of studies (both in Texas and across the nation) have shown that youths 

rehabilitated in the juvenile justice system have significantly lower rates of recidivism 

than those in the adult criminal justice system. As mentioned above, this CBA used a 

conservative estimate of a 10% reduction in rates of recidivism, despite the fact that it 

may be reduced by up to 34% (Deitch, 2012, p. 51). With this estimate, expected 

savings (from re-arrests, re-incarcerations, and other repeat costs) come out to a total 

expected savings of $4,369,547 (Deitch, 2012, p. 51). 

• Future benefits for crime victims also provide significant cost saving opportunities for 

taxpayers. Following similar analysis and assuming that a 10% reduction in 

recidivism would result in a similar level of crime reduction and thus similar 

reduction in victimization, projected benefits to victims would total $1,727,500 

(Deitch, 2012, p. 53). 

• Finally, the most significant form of taxpayer savings is future benefits for youthful 

offenders. As discussed in chapter two, housing seventeen-year-olds in adult 

detention facilities negatively impacts youths’ education, development, and mental 

and physical health. Over time, this, compared with the collateral consequences of a 

permanent criminal record, result in long-term reduced earnings totaling a loss of 

approximately $61,691 per offender. When considering these impacts over a lifetime, 

the additional benefits to youthful offenders total $138,130,883 (Deitch, 2012, p. 55). 

“Based on this analysis, raising the age of juvenile jurisdiction in Texas would result in a 

net benefit of $88.9 million from the combined perspective of taxpayers, victims, and youth. This 
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benefit would reoccur with every cohort of seventeen-year-olds moved into the juvenile justice 

system. The benefit would be realized over the course of 35 years” (Deitch, 2012, p. 55). 

While the upfront costs of the change will be substantial, the long-term savings and 

financial benefits far outweigh the initial costs. In the end, making the move from an age of 

criminal responsibility of seventeen to one of eighteen would result in significant cost reduction 

and savings for the state of Texas.  

Deterrence, maturity levels, and decision-making ability. Another point that those 

who argue against raising the age in Texas make is that raising the age would, in some ways, 

make the state less “tough on crime.” They believe that coddling seventeen-year-olds by 

allowing them to enjoy the relative comfort of the juvenile justice system will not deter them 

from committing crime again in the future. The idea here is that the deterrence factor of the 

harsher sanctions of the criminal justice system is more effective in preventing crime as opposed 

to the juvenile justice system. Those who support keeping seventeen-year-olds in the adult 

criminal justice system argue that the threat of going to prison is much more substantial than the 

threat of going to juvie or alternative school. They argue that the threat of prison time provides a 

stronger deterrent factor and thus would improve public safety and decrease crime through 

discouraging potential offenders from committing crimes in the first place.  

However, the truth is that no level of deterrence will be truly effective with youthful 

offenders. In many ways, younger offenders simply do not have the cognitive ability to (a) 

control their impulses or regulate emotion effectively, (b) truly understand the consequences, 

both long and short-term, of their actions, or (c) use rationale and logic to consider those 

consequences when making complex decisions (like whether or not to commit a crime) (Cox, 
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2011). To put it simply, this means that no matter how harsh the consequences are, teenagers are 

still going to make dumb decisions and end up in bad situations. 

Any parent could tell you that adolescents are inherently different from adults in terms of 

maturity, rationale, and decision-making ability and the science behind it supports that statement. 

At seventeen, many key neurological functions are not yet developed. Researchers have 

repeatedly found that people younger than age 25 are both anatomically and psychologically 

underdeveloped (Cox, 2011). For example, the prefrontal cortex, the portion of the brain that 

works to “inhibit impulses and to plan and organize your behavior to reach a goal,” as well as 

make complex decisions and regulate emotions, does not mature fully until age 25 (Cox, 2011). 

Before this part of their brain matures, teenagers do not have the ability to think abstractly about 

their decisions, anticipate or understand consequences, or think through contingencies. Instead, 

they rely on instinctual, gut reactions instead of rational decision-making processes (Cox, 2011). 

This means that prison does not serve as a deterrence factor for youthful offenders not because 

prison itself is not a deterrent, but rather because youthful offenders do not have the ability to 

comprehend the effects of their actions and thus do not consider potential negative impacts when 

making decisions.  

The state of seventeen-year-olds’ brains makes it difficult to not only inhibit delinquent 

behaviors but also, in some ways, encourages them. Another side effect of the underdeveloped 

prefrontal cortex is that it inhibits risk assessment – teenagers thus have a tendency to 

overestimate the beneficial consequences of a decision and to underestimate the detrimental 

consequences (Cox, 2011). This encourages youths to make decisions and take actions that older 

individuals may not.   
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At seventeen, youths are not even halfway through puberty, yet it is at seventeen when 

the state of Texas holds them criminally responsible for their actions. Putting seventeen-year-

olds in the adult criminal justice system is a useless deterrence factor because at that young age, 

offenders do not have the ability to truly comprehend the consequences to their actions or assess 

the risk associated with a decision. This means that seventeen-year-olds (and really, most young 

offenders) should be considered less criminally responsible for their actions. It also means that it 

is likely that these younger offenders will mature and grow out of some or all of their delinquent 

behaviors, making them prime candidates for rehabilitative services offered in the juvenile 

justice system.  

Outcomes for youth. At the center of the debate over raising the age of juvenile 

jurisdiction sits one particular demographic: adolescents. How the age of criminal responsibility 

affects outcomes for young offenders, in both the juvenile and adult justice systems, is a major 

component of the debate surrounding the raise-the-age movement in Texas. The debate includes 

discussion about the safety of juveniles sixteen and younger and how they would be affected by 

the integration of seventeen-year-olds into the juvenile justice system as well as how each 

system’s programs meet offenders’ needs and the long-term effects of being in each system.  

Critics of raising the age of criminal responsibility argue that putting seventeen-year-old 

offenders in the juvenile justice system would put the other juvenile offenders, youths sixteen 

and younger, at risk. They argue that at seventeen, youthful offenders are old enough, large 

enough, and likely criminally experienced enough to wreak havoc and physically endanger their 

younger peers (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 6). They also argue that at seventeen, 

these offenders are better served by the more formal and structured policies and programs in the 
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adult criminal justice system than those in the juvenile justice system (House Research 

Organization, 2016, p. 6).  

However, the juvenile justice system is currently equipped to handle an influx of older 

inmates while maintaining the safety and security of younger inmates, should raise-the-age 

legislation pass. “State and local juvenile probation departments are experienced in dealing with 

offenders as old as 19 in a way that protects everyone. For example, the state currently houses 

youths up to age 13 at one state facility and older teens at other locations” (House Research 

Organization, 2016, p.6). While the likelihood of needing to separate supposedly ‘violent and 

dangerous’ seventeen-year-old offenders from younger inmates is largely unnecessary because a 

vast majority of seventeen-year-olds are arrested for low level, nonviolent crimes, if it did 

become necessary, the juvenile justice system’s existing infrastructure is equipped to handle it. 

The addition of (a majority non-violent) seventeen-year-olds to the facilities designed for older 

adolescents should not be an issue.  

An additional consideration here is the safety and physical and mental wellbeing of 

seventeen-year-olds. Seventeen-year-olds would be better protected in the juvenile system and 

could be housed and treated without endangering younger offenders, while avoiding the risks of 

physical assault, sexual abuse, and mental health problems that are present in the adult criminal 

justice system (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 6). The juvenile justice system also has 

appropriate education, vocation, training, and career programs that could be easily adapted for 

seventeen-year-olds.  

By contrast, youths in adult prisons are deprived of many of the education, programming, 

counseling, and rehabilitation services that are available to offenders in the juvenile justice 

system because of the strict sight and sound separation regulations required by the federal Prison 
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Rape Elimination Act (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 6). This puts seventeen-year-old 

offenders at a disadvantage educationally, developmentally, mentally, and often, financially. Not 

only are seventeen-year-olds in the criminal justice system deprived of many of the key services 

that the juvenile justice system affords their younger counterparts, but upon exit from the 

criminal justice system they are also saddled with the burden of a permanent criminal record. 

These negative impacts follow these young people around for their entire lives impacting their 

future livelihoods (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 6). Thus, placing seventeen-year-olds 

in the juvenile justice system would prove beneficial in a variety of ways throughout the 

remainder of their lives.    

State and federal legal trends. A final consideration with raising the age of criminal 

responsibility are other state and federal legal trends. A majority of states and the federal 

government set the age of criminal responsibility at eighteen. By raising the age, Texas could 

resolve any inconsistencies in how state and federal law enforcement offices and judicial systems 

treat seventeen-year-olds (House Research Organization, 2016, p. 7). Additionally, raising the 

age of criminal responsibility would bring Texas into line with Supreme Court rulings that have 

recognized the differences between juveniles and adults and have set the official age of majority, 

or the age at which an individual is legally considered an adult, at eighteen. At seventeen, youths 

in Texas can’t vote, buy a lottery ticket, or join the military. If they aren’t considered mature 

enough to make those kind of decisions, they shouldn’t be considered mature enough to be sent 

to adult prison (House Research Organization, 2016, p.7).  

In this chapter, I discussed the major areas of debate surrounding the raise-the-age 

movement in Texas. To do this, I presented each argument against raising the age and then 

refuted it, showing why raising the age of criminal responsibility makes sense for Texas as a 
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whole. In the next chapter, I will explore what predicted impacts may result from raising the age 

of criminal responsibility through a case study of similar legislation passed in Illinois.  
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Chapter Four: A Case Study: Comparing the Impacts of Raising the Age of Criminal 

Responsibility in Illinois and Texas 

 Texas is not the first state to consider raising the age of criminal responsibility. In fact, it 

is one of the last. Many other states have defined the age of criminal responsibility at eighteen 

for decades. And while this means that Texas is decidedly behind the times in this aspect of the 

law, it also means that other states can provide an example for what to expect following the 

passage of legislation that raises the age of criminal responsibility.  

 In this chapter, I will compare the potential results of raise-the-age legislation in Texas to 

the actual results of similar legislation in Illinois. In Illinois, many lawmakers had similar 

expectations to those of lawmakers in Texas. They anticipated that raising the age would strain 

the juvenile justice system with a massive influx of inmates, resulting in high costs and negative 

results for public safety, as a whole. However, many of those expectations turned out to be not 

only inaccurate, but the exact opposite on all counts.  

Raising the Age in Illinois: A Look Back  

 The raise-the-age debate began in Illinois in 2005 when the General Assembly considered 

legislation to raise the age of criminal responsibility to 18 for all crimes. Like the raise-the-age 

debate in Texas, discussion centered around seventeen-year-old’s maturity and decision-making 

skills, public safety, cost, and legal precedent (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 13). 

Also, similar to Texas, the legislation initially failed. After several more attempts, the legislature 

finally decided on a compromise: Instead of moving every offender under age 18 to the juvenile 

court, they decided to transfer only seventeen-year-old offenders charged with misdemeanors to 

juvenile court while keeping those charged with felonies in adult criminal court. The 

compromise was agreed upon in 2008 and “effective Jan. 1, 2010, Public Act 095-1031 provided 
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that 17-year-olds [in Illinois] charged with misdemeanors be tried in juvenile court, instead of 

adult court” (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 1). Another aspect of the 

compromise was the creation of a commission charged to “study the impact of the new law and 

make recommendations for raising the juvenile court age to 17 for felony charges…. The 

commission will describe the state's first two years’ experience under the law and make 

recommendations to the Governor and the General Assembly in February 2013” (Illinois 

Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 1).  

 The Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, the organization tasked with conducting the 

study and reporting on their findings, released their report in 2013. The report produced some 

interesting results: not only did many of the expected negative effects of the legislation turn out 

to not be true, but in many ways the actual results were opposite of the original expectations. The 

next section addresses the specific concerns brought up by the legislators before passing the 

legislation consisting of the following: swamping the juvenile court system with a massive 

amount of new cases, the resulting cost of these accommodations, and a greater public safety 

threat due to decreased deterrence of violent crime by seventeen-year-olds.  

Concern 1: The Juvenile Justice System Would be Overloaded and Overwhelmed  

 When first considering a blanket policy to raise the age of criminal responsibility to 

eighteen regardless of the type of crime, one of the major contentious issues was the expected 

issues that would arise from a dramatically increased case load in the juvenile court system. 

However, “initial projections that moving 17-year-olds to the juvenile justice system would 

crowd court dockets, probation caseloads, and detention centers did not come to pass” (Illinois 

Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 1). In fact, “although about 18,000 misdemeanor arrests 

were moved from adult to juvenile court in 2010, the total number of youth in the juvenile 
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system actually dropped due to decreases in overall crime and juvenile arrests, as well as 

increased use of diversion options such as education and job training, mental health services, and 

substance use education and programming (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 1). 

The concerns of critics were not unfounded. “One analysis, conducted by the National Center for 

Juvenile Justice (NCJJ) in 2005, concluded that “raising the upper age of juvenile court 

jurisdiction from 16 to 17 would probably increase the overall juvenile justice system workload 

by about a third” (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 30). Additionally, the NCJJ 

“estimated that adding 17-year-olds to the juvenile justice system would make the juvenile arrest 

category about 35 percent larger and would increase the Illinois juvenile detention population by 

25 percent to 35 percent” (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 30).  

 The National Center for Juvenile Justice’s 2005 study projected a dramatic increase in 

case load that, understandably, was a major deterrent for lawmakers looking to raise the age of 

criminal responsibility. However, this study, and others like it, was based off of generalized and 

sometimes inapplicable national studies and data, as well as “worst-case” hypothetical scenarios 

that projected ongoing high juvenile crime rates. These “worst-case” scenarios did not come to 

fruition. Instead, Illinois saw a marked decline in the number of juvenile arrests and cases. 

Following raising the age of criminal responsibilities for misdemeanors and transferring 18,000 

cases from the adult criminal justice system to the juvenile justice system, the state of Illinois 

experienced a 24% decrease in juvenile arrests statewide, an 18% decrease in youth held in 

juvenile detention facilities, and a 15% decrease in the number of seventeen-year-olds admitted 

to detention facilities on felony charges (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 31). 

Table 9 provides an analysis of the changes in various juvenile justice cases following the 

implementation of the first phase of Illinois’ effort to raise the age of criminal responsibility in 
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2011. The data were gathered from the Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission’s report on the 

impacts of such legislation (2013). 

Table 10 
Analysis of Juvenile Court Case Load Following Raising the Age of Criminal Responsibility 
for Misdemeanors  

Juvenile Case Change Following Implementation  

Arrest -24% statewide (youth, 10 – 17) 

Petition +3% statewide (all ages) 

Adjudication -6% statewide (all ages) 

Juvenile Probation -3% statewide (all ages) 

Juvenile Detention -18% statewide (all ages) 

Incarceration -22% statewide (all ages) 
-15% statewide (17-year-old felony admissions) 

  

Following the implementation of legislation raising the age of criminal responsibility for 

misdemeanor offenses, the state of Illinois expected a marked increase in juvenile case load that 

would cripple the state’s juvenile justice system. This prediction was far from the truth. Instead, 

the decrease in juvenile cases allowed Illinois’ juvenile justice system to easily absorb the 

increase in misdemeanor reports and even left room for more. The change was due in part to an 

overall decrease in juvenile crime across the board.  

In short, the trend in Illinois reflects a nationwide pattern: juvenile crime rates have been 

declining for the past 30 years. While analyses on expected juvenile crime rates tend to assume 

constant rates, in reality the percent of juvenile arrests and charges have been on the decline for 

decades (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 31). Figure 2 shows the decline in 

Illinois crime rates for a variety of ages and offense types from 2005 – 2011, directly before and 
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after the implementation of phase 1 of Illinois’ raise-the-age legislation charges (Illinois Juvenile 

Justice Commission, 2013, p. 31). 

  

Figure 2: Declining juvenile criminal cases in Illinois, 2005 – 2011. 

Concern 2: The Cost of Transferring Seventeen-Year-Old Offenders to Juvenile Court 

Would Be Astronomical  

 The second major concern for Illinois when implementing raise-the-age legislation was 

the expected increased cost of each case and a resulting strain on the state’s budget. In Illinois, as 

in Texas and generally across the nation, the “juvenile justice system has higher up-front costs 

than the criminal justice system” (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013, p. 26). Juvenile 

cases are generally more demanding and require more processing time. Additionally, housing 

youth in juvenile detention facilities can add up quickly. In 2010, the year the first phase of 

Illinois’ raise-the-age legislation was implemented, the average annual cost of housing a young 
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offender in a juvenile detention facility annually was $86,861 (State of Illinois Department of 

Juvenile Justice, 2010, p. 86). Comparatively, as of 2016, the cost of housing an adult inmate for 

a year was less than half that, $38,383 (Rayford, 2016). At approximately $38,000 per year, per 

adult inmate, Illinois is one of the most expensive states in which to incarcerate prisoners, ranked 

at 13 on the list (Rayford, 2016). However, the relative annual cost of incarcerating offenders in 

the adult criminal justice system still seems much more manageable when compared to the 

annual cost of incarcerating an offender in Illinois’ juvenile justice system. Thus, lawmaker’s 

concerns over the cost of moving thousands of cases from the adult to juvenile court systems 

were completely justified. At nearly $87,000 per juvenile inmate per year, the increased cost is 

significant, even when ignoring the increased costs associated with the more demanding 

procedures associated with pushing a case through the juvenile court system. When considering 

the additional court costs and processing fees associated with the juvenile justice system, the 

total cost of charging juveniles becomes even higher. 

 However, while up-front costs for cases processed in the juvenile court system may be 

higher, the reduced long-term costs as well as the beneficial economic impacts of processing 

youthful offenders in the juvenile court system drastically outweigh the costs of managing their 

cases. Multiple studies and analyses have shown that “the benefits to taxpayers, victims, and 

youth outweighed the [initial] costs of raising the age” (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 

2013, p. 26). Multiple studies, including several conducted by both the state governments of 

North Carolina and Illinois, concluded that:  

“With regard to taxpayer benefits, lower recidivism rates for juveniles mean that fewer 
people are likely to be arrested in the future, which in turn means fewer people referred to 
court. Furthermore, taxpayers would save money based on lower use of adult jails and 
prisons. Crime imposes substantial costs on victims and because of the lower recidivism 
rates of juvenile offenders, crime will be reduced and consequently the monetary losses 
to victims will also decline. Finally, the study found major benefits, especially better 
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employment prospects, for youth. Importantly, these additional earnings generated by 
youth will in turn mean more taxes paid to the state” (Illinois Juvenile Justice 
Commission, 2013, p. 26).  
 
Lower recidivism rates can have a drastic and long-term financial impact, both for the 

offender and for taxpayers. In the Illinois criminal justice system, “over 45 percent of offenders 

released from prison each year will have returned three years later – at a terrible social and 

financial cost” (Jackson-Green, 2015). With nearly half of all adult offenders eventually 

returning to prison, it becomes clear that the deterrent aspect of harsher detention centers is not 

as effective as it could be. This high rate of recidivism comes with its own costs as well. Each 

instance of recidivism in Illinois costs, on average, approximately $118,746, according to a 

recent report by the Illinois Sentencing Policy Advisory Council (Jackson-Green, 2015).  

Additionally, having a criminal record can severely limit an individual’s employability. 

In the state of Illinois, for example, “there are 118 professional and business licenses that can be 

denied to those with a felony record,” (Jackson-Green, 2015). These employment barriers make 

it more difficult for ex-inmates to get higher paying jobs, contribute to the economy, or pay 

taxes. For each instance of recidivism in Illinois, there is approximately $20,432 lost in forgone 

economic activity (Jackson-Green, 2015). 

Assuming current declining levels of juvenile criminality nationally, the increased 

upfront costs of the juvenile justice system may at first seem significant, but in the long-term the 

costs of incarcerating seventeen-year-olds in the adult criminal justice system far outweigh the 

short-term costs of housing them in the juvenile justice system. In the previous two sections, I 

discussed the first two main concerns regarding raising the age of criminal responsibility in 

Illinois. These were the concern that the juvenile justice system would not be able to handle the 

influx of cases and the concern that the policy change would be extremely costly. Neither of 
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these concerns turned out to be true – the juvenile justice system actually had more than enough 

capacity to handle seventeen-year-old offenders and in the years following the policy change the 

Illinois justice system ended up saving money. In the next section, I will discuss the final major 

concern related to raising the age of criminal responsibility in Illinois: public safety.  

Concern 3: Increased Threats to Public Safety 

 One of the last major issues for the Illinois legislature when considering raising the age of 

criminal responsibility in Illinois was concern for public safety. It is commonly thought that 

prison time provides a deterrent factor for those considering committing crimes. When 

considering seventeen-year-olds in the criminal justice system, the main concern lies in the idea 

that by moving seventeen-year-olds to the juvenile justice system, lawmakers would open the 

door to more crime by removing the deterrence factor of adult detention facilities. However, the 

threat of adult detention facilities simply does not have the deterrent factor that one may expect. 

A recent study conducted by the John Jay College of Criminal Justice found that the threat of 

“adult court bears no relationship to changes in juvenile violence,” (Butts, 2012). “The threat and 

experience of adult court do little to deter juvenile actors,” largely due to teenagers’ 

underdeveloped prefrontal cortex that inhibits mature decision-making abilities and ability to 

logically analyze of long-term consequences (Butts, 2012). Thus, the deterrence factor of placing 

seventeen-year-olds in the adult criminal justice system is non-existent.  

In fact, it may have the opposite effect. Adult convictions may actually increase crime 

rates, particularly repeat crime rates. “Adult convictions inhibit education and employability, 

reducing options for success” and limiting previous offenders’ ability to reenter society. In many 

cases, offenders cannot find work upon release and so the only option is to return to crime in 
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order to make their way. Thus, recidivism is not only a cost concern, as discussed earlier, but 

also a public safety concern.   

Additionally, the rates of violent crime committed by youth in Illinois have decreased 

significantly in recent years. “In 2011, arrests of juveniles for Violent Crime Index offenses 

(murder, forcible rape, robbery and aggravated assault) were down ten percent from 2010, 

continuing a recent decline. Between 2007 and 2011, juvenile arrests for these violent offenses 

fell considerably: murder (down 37 percent), forcible rape (down 22 percent), robbery (down 31 

percent) and aggravated assault (down 29 percent)” (Kaba, 2014, p. 2). These numbers are 

specific to Illinois but they also face a nationwide trend. In general, there has been a nationwide 

decline in the number of violent crimes committed by those under 18. “Nationally, there’s been a 

steady decrease in the rate of violent crime committed by juveniles over the past fifteen years. In 

2011, the serious violent-crime-offending rate was 6 crimes per 1,000 juveniles ages 12–17, with 

a total of 154,000 such crimes involving juveniles. This was similar to the rate in 2010, but it 

was significantly lower than the 1993 peak rate of 52 crimes per 1,000 juveniles ages 12–17” 

(Kaba, 2014, p. 2). Figure 3 shows the steady decline of violent crime rates among youthful 

offenders following a peak in 1993. In 2011, violent crime rates among offenders under 18 

reached an all-time low (Kaba, 2014, p. 2).  
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Figure 3: Declining rates of rates of juvenile violent crime, 1980-2011. 

Data for the years following 2010, the year in which the first phase of Illinois’ raise-the-

age legislation went into effect, followed similar trends. Youthful violent crime, and youthful 

crime overall, continued to decline.  

As a whole, the idea of seventeen-year-old offenders as a significant threat to public 

safety in the state of Illinois is simply not reflected in the available data. Additionally, the 

previous policy that placed seventeen-year-olds in Illinois’ adult criminal justice system did little 

to deter youthful crime. In fact, an adult criminal conviction actually increased the chances that 

an offender would return to crime in the future, creating more of a public safety threat than there 

would have been if the seventeen-year-old had been tried in juvenile court originally.  

 In this chapter, I explored the impacts of raise-the-age legislation in the state of Illinois. 

Illinois, like several other states, recently raised the age of criminal responsibility for youthful 

offenders to eighteen. When considering the change, lawmakers in Illinois considered many of 

the same concerns that are currently facing lawmakers in Texas including a dramatic influx of 

cases into the juvenile justice system, the increased cost of handling those cases and 

incarcerating more individuals in juvenile detention facilities, and perceived increased threats to 
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public safety. In the end, none of these perceived issues ended up having serious impacts. 

Instead, raise-the-age legislation in Illinois resulted in (1) lower caseloads in juvenile court, (2) 

saved taxpayer money and had beneficial economic impacts, as well as (3) improved public 

safety. Texas, with the implementation of similar legislation and assuming similar decreases in 

youth crime rates, can expect similar results.  In the next chapter, I will provide specific policy 

recommendations for raising the age of criminal responsibility in Texas.  
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Chapter Five: Policy Recommendations 

 As demonstrated in previous chapters, the current policy of setting the age of criminal 

responsibility at seventeen harms youthful offenders physically, psychologically, 

developmentally, and economically. Additionally, treatment in the adult criminal justice system 

does little to reform teenagers and instead tends to push them farther down a path towards 

continued crime or puts them at risk of continued abuse. Contrastingly, treatment and 

programming provided in the juvenile justice system has a proven track record of reducing 

recidivism, reforming violent youthful offenders, and reducing drug and alcohol abuse and 

addiction.  

 Following an analysis of the harmful impacts of current policy as well as a case study of 

potential results that can be expected following implementation of raise-the-age legislation in 

Texas, I have posed three policy recommendations that the Texas legislature may employ to 

facilitate a smooth and cost-effective policy change:  

1. Raise the age of criminal responsibility to eighteen  

2. Form a task force to recommend best practices for transition  

3. Delay implementation for 2 years to allow time for transition preparation 

4. Create a matching grant program to fund the transition and ongoing costs  

Recommendation 1: Raise the Age of Criminal Responsibility to Eighteen 

 The Texas legislature should immediately pass legislation to raise the age of criminal 

responsibility from seventeen to eighteen years old. This will not affect the ability of state 

prosecutors to certify juveniles who commit the most dangerous and serious crimes as adults – 

they may still be transferred and prosecuted in the adult criminal justice system. This would 

allow seventeen-year-olds to automatically be processed in the juvenile justice system and allow 
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them to avoid the criminal charges, prison sentences, and collateral consequences that 

accompany prosecution in the criminal justice system.  

 A major consideration for passing raise-the-age legislation is capacity in the juvenile 

justice system. With the recent decline in juvenile crime and arrests (as well as arrests of 

seventeen-year-olds), beds have cleared in juvenile detention facilities. The resulting space will 

allow the juvenile justice system to manage the influx of seventeen-year-old offenders.  

 Seventeen-year-olds will then be able to reap the benefits of the programming and 

educational services that the juvenile justice system provides. Processing through the juvenile 

justice system, as opposed to the criminal justice system, has been shown to reduce recidivism 

rates by up to 34 percent largely due to the improved education, job training, rehabilitation, 

counseling, and other various programming areas offered in the juvenile justice system. 

Additionally, seventeen-year-old offenders will be able to avoid many of the negative impacts 

associated with incarceration in the criminal justice system including higher rates of physical and 

sexual abuse, mental illness, and suicide attempts, as well as the long term economic impacts that 

result from having a permanent criminal record.  

Texas legislators may also look to other states for examples on how best to craft this 

policy. The state of Illinois, as discussed in Chapter Four, provides an example of raise-the-age 

policy that has resulted in significant positive benefits for offenders, taxpayers, and the 

community as a whole. Other states that have recently had success in passing raise-the-age 

legislation include South Carolina, Connecticut, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New 

York, and New Hampshire (see works cited for a list of outcomes/case studies).  
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Recommendation 2: Form a Task Force to Recommend Best Practices for Transition  

 The legislature should form a task force made up of diverse state, county, and local 

stakeholders to recommend best practices for the transition. The task force should then utilize the 

two-year transition period to work out any kinks in the system that would make transitioning 

seventeen-year-olds into the juvenile justice system difficult. The task force should include 

stakeholders from a variety of organizations including, but not limited to:  

• State agencies such as the Texas Juvenile Justice Department and the Texas 

Department of Criminal Justice 

• Law enforcement agencies  

• Juvenile law experts such as attorneys and judges who have served in juvenile court  

• Child welfare groups 

• Criminal justice reform groups  

• Stakeholders with personal experience such as previous juvenile offenders  

The task force should work to preemptively analyze and provide solutions to potential 

problems and snags that may arise during implementation through analyzing similar policies in 

other states, speaking with a variety of stakeholders, and communicating with communities 

affected by the policy change. The task force should also remain in place for 2-3 years after 

implementation in 2021. The task force should establish a channel through which county and 

local law enforcement and juvenile justice officials can easily communicate any issues that may 

arise during implementation. Through creating this communication channel, the task force can 

easily hear, analyze, and solve any problems quickly and efficiently.  

Following the implementation of raise-the-age legislation, the task force should create an 

impact report that catalogs the results of the policy change as well as addresses any issues that 
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may require statutory change. The report should provide a before and after snapshot of the 

criminal and juvenile justice landscape in Texas, as well as compare the expected and actual 

results of raise-the-age legislation. The report should also provide formal recommendations to 

the Texas legislature to solve any issues that may require legislative change. The legislature can 

then use these recommendations to inform any additional changes that may become necessary.   

Recommendation 3: Delay Implementation for Two Years to Allow Time for Transition 

Preparation  

While the Texas legislature should pass raise-the-age legislation during the 2019 

legislative session, they should wait to implement the policy for 2 years. By delaying 

implementation until 2021, the legislature will allow the juvenile justice system to prepare for 

the influx of seventeen-year-olds. It will give adequate time to hire new correctional officers, 

counselors, educators, and other staff. It will also allow law enforcement to adjust their policies 

and procedures concerning arresting seventeen-year-olds. In addition, it will give the legislature 

adequate time to create the task force mentioned in recommendation 2 and allow the task force 

enough time to formulate recommendations to smooth the transition.  

Recommendation 4: Create a Matching Grant Program to Cover Transition and Ongoing 

Costs  

 State legislators must also take steps to ensure that any additional costs associated with 

raising the age of criminal responsibility in Texas be adequately funded. Without additional 

funding, the Texas Juvenile Justice Department and local juvenile probation facilities will not be 

able to provide necessary programming and education services to incoming seventeen-year-old 

offenders. When drafting raise-the-age legislation, state legislators should also design a matching 

grant program to fund any additional costs that may result from the legislation. Using this grant 
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program, county and local leaders could obtain the additional funds necessary to implement the 

change efficiently and effectively.  

 Legislators much increase the Texas Juvenile Justice Department’s budget to cover 

additional costs associated with passing raise-the-age legislation. Through increasing TJJD’s 

budget and creating a matching grant program, legislators can head off any funding issues before 

they arise. Starting in 2021, local juvenile justice facilities should be able to apply for additional 

funding through the legislature’s matching grant program. The grant program should be run by 

an independent budget specialist who can determine the exact criteria and formula for 

distributing funding among local juvenile justice facilities.  

 The grant program should be structured so as to serve two distinct purposes. First, the 

grant program should be well funded and flexible so that it can easily fund any immediate 

upfront costs associated with raising the age of criminal responsibility including adding beds to 

existing juvenile justice facilities, hiring additional juvenile probation officers and other staff, 

and covering any unforeseen issues. In addition to being well funded and flexible, allowing for 

immediate action on potential implementation snags, it should also be sustainable and long 

lasting, allowing for funding for longer-term projects that may become necessary upon 

implementation. Some examples of potential longer-term projects include expanding specific 

programming and educational services that serve older juvenile offenders, adding more job and 

career readiness training, and providing financial and technical assistance for any potential issues 

in the future.  

 The matching grant program should be structured in a way that allows for flexibility, both 

with the type of projects being funded as well as with the timeline along which those projects are 

funded. Even with extensive preparation and understanding of potential costs, it is impossible to 
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know for sure exactly where funding will be most necessary. Through creating a flexible 

matching grant program, the state legislature can ensure that funding is available for whatever 

may require it.  

 It is important to note, however, that many of these funds may go unused. In Illinois, a 

majority of the state budget allocated to covering the cost of raising the age of criminal 

responsibility went unused (Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission, 2013). The costs associated 

with implementing raise-the-age legislation in Illinois were significantly over estimated. The 

state of Illinois set aside state funds to help fund individual counties’ juvenile justice 

departments, should it be necessary. However, following implementation, not a single county in 

the state of Illinois requested additional funding. This allowed the state to implement the policy 

change with no significant additional cost to the state. Despite the possibility that the funds may 

potentially go unused, it is still important to have funds available in the case that they become 

necessary.  
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Conclusion 

 Since 1918, the state of Texas has set the age of criminal responsibility at seventeen. 

With the one hundredth anniversary of this law just months away, it is time for Texas to 

reconsider this policy and its impacts for youthful offenders and their communities. To begin, I 

told the story of Rodney Hulin, Jr., a seventeen-year-old offender whose unfortunate experience 

with Texas criminal justice system ended in his death. Rodney is just one example of the 

irreparable damage that imprisoning youth can cause. Unfortunately, Rodney’s story is not 

unique. Across the state of Texas, seventeen-year-olds continue to suffer because of this outdated 

and senseless law.  

 In this thesis, I examined the current policy and the ongoing harm it causes to young 

offenders and their communities. The current policy ignores brain science and directs seventeen-

year-olds towards lives of continued criminality. The practice of funneling seventeen-year-olds 

into the criminal justice system also directly harms a vulnerable population. Despite the fact that 

they rarely commit crimes, and those that are committed tend to be nonviolent misdemeanors, 

seventeen-year-olds continue to be incarcerated in adult prisons and jails. This practice causes a 

multitude of harmful impacts including physical and sexual victimization, mental illness, and 

economic damage, among others.  

Fortunately, Texas legislators have a chance to make a change that would not only 

benefit youthful offenders, but also their communities and the state of Texas as a whole. Other 

states, like Illinois, have laid out a blueprint for successful reform. Through following their 

example, Texas legislators can drastically improve the lives of seventeen-year-old offenders 

across the state. Additionally, through raising the age of criminal responsibility, Texas 
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legislatures can expect to see lowered rates of recidivism, improved public safety, lowered rates 

of mental illness and victimization, as well as significant long-term tax savings.  

Texas legislators have a duty to construct policies that benefit and protect their 

constituents – even those not old enough to vote for them. The time to take action is now. During 

the 2019 legislative session, Texas lawmakers should take steps toward improving the Texas 

criminal justice system as a whole, toward protecting youthful offenders, toward improving 

communities and public safety, toward lowering rates of recidivism and criminality. By raising 

the age of criminal responsibility to eighteen, Texas lawmakers can finally treat seventeen-year-

olds as they should be treated: as children deserving of protection, support, and a second chance.  
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